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SCOP2 OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN DEMOGRAPHIC STUDIES. 



- CHAPTER I -

SCOPE OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN DEMOGRAPHIC STUDIES. 

Out of n~c~ssiti~s arisin~ in their resp~ctive areas of 

enquiry anthropology and demography overlap and seek mutual 

reinforcement from each other. This has resulted in a discipline 

of its own namely demographic anthropology. 

Anthropology due to its ambitious claim as a total 

study of man, no doubt had to deal with aspects related to 

d~mo~raphy. · Early ethno~raphic mono~raphs in anthropolo~y 

contain, althou~h they are not replete with, demo~raphic data on 

the populations s~udied. These often included information on a~e

specific population, mortality, causes for mortality, fertility 

rates, ~ndi~enous contraceptive practices etc ... However, 

unlike in demo~raphy this knowled~e was si~nificant for its 

theoretical insi~hts rather than their statistical value. 

Demography on the other hand, had to enter into 

anthropolo~y. as it had to expand its field of study from western 

societies to non-western underdeveloped societies, as well as In 

reconstructing the population structure of pre-historic and 

historic populations. 

The overlappin~ was subsequently enforced by the mutual 

appreciation and the exchan~e of methodolo~y from each other. 

(Howell 1986) 
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For instance demography appr~ciated the fieldwork 

tradition of anthropoloay, which was felt could improve upon in 

certain places, the large scale data collection methods 

originally used by demoaraphey. Anthropology has put in to use, 

tools used In demoaraphy like life-tables, stable population 

theory etc ... to Aatimate and describe vital. parameter of 

populations studied. The demand for census dat~ of colonies 

durlna the period of colonial rule, for 'efficient' 

administration, brouaht to~ethor demography and anthropoloay in 

terms of exchanae of methods of data collection. 

D~moaraphic concern in anthropology was basically 

related to marriage, residence and household size. In 

anthropoloay there was a need to pay attention to aspQcts like 

sex ratio, mortality and fertility to account for existence of 

various forms of marriage, size of local ~roups in huntlna-

gathering societies, etc. 

The major areas of interest in .demoeraphic anthropology 

would include study of non-human primate population, palaeo 

demoaraphy, historical demography, fertility, fertility control 

and mortality in pr~-literate societies, nutrition and fertilit~ 

population arowth and cultural evolution. 

Keep in~ in mind our general Iitle of discussion in 

subsequent chapters, the present discussion will focus more on 

the latter topics like the demographic processes in pre-literate 
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societies, the relation between nutrition and fertility and tho 

relation between population growth and cultural evolution. 

topics mentioned will hold our attention only minimally. 

Other 

Towards the end of th~ discussion there is a need to 

make a note on theoretical and methodological aspects of 

t~aditional anthropology that would act as limitations in 

etudyina demoar~phio processes, p~rticularly fertility chanae, ln 

the underdevQloped ara&s of the world. This will b~ a kJnd of 

prelude to the followina chapters. A note on tho need for 

critical anthropology, to over come the limitations set by 

traditional anthropoloay would serve to end this discussion. 

NON-HUnAN PRIHATES 

In the early 1950's studies on non-human primates came 

up with an aim of extending Malthusian ideas to non-human 

primates. One significant point of interest in these studies is 

that the comparative study of tho demo~raphy of primate apeciea 

can possibly su~~est important insights to und~rstand human 

biological and cultural evolution. (Ho...,ell, 19136) 

These studies are based on 13vld'Jnce from contemporai'y 

primate populations and prehisloric skelet~l evidonce. 

The studies that carne up in the early 1950's were 

cant (H'<:~d ar· ound pr.opos i. t ions :':'IH.:h aS tho population s .i. i!! C:l of 
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primates are controlled by food supply; species specific aenea 

determined the social organisation o( primat~ groups and that the 

basis. of social oraanisation is derived from the soxual 

receptivity of female primates. 

£1eld study revealed that such 

Ho'Wever, subsequent detailed 

over simplified propositions 

cannot be rnada as th0 o~der primatG Js not a homoQeneous 

cateaory. It was observed that social and demonr~phic characters 

of different aroups within primates varies enormously. (Bakar and 

Sanders , 1 9 'I 2 ) 

PALAEODEftOGRAPHY 

It is a study of the demography of pre-historic 

population. These studies depend on evidenco left in skeletal 

remains, village lay outs, burials and in Qarbage. These studies 

enable the reconstruction of the demo~raphlc history of human 

races. The fact that pop-ulation ero'Wth remained l.o'W befor() the 

advent of neolithic revolution involvin~ domestication of anim~la 

and plant~ have been the central focus in thJ~ fi~ld. These 

studies also shed liaht o~ the basic question of th~ oriain of 

m<Ankind. (LOV<':Ijoy, 19tH) 

Basically palaaodemoaraphic ~tudios ara ba~ed on 

ethnographic analogy 'With contemporary hunters-gatherers. It is 
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assumed that population processes and the basic population 

structure of past populations are closely aproximated by the 

ethnographic present. Thouah it is often not true that existing 

feature~ of a population are always the survivals of the previous 

times, this "uniformitariansm" is a useful and inevitable tool 

in palaeodemoaraphy. (Howell, 1976) 

Howell (1986) enumerates recent developments in the 

methodology of palaeodemoaraphy like mortuary behaviour, study of 

deposition of bones and the microscopic analysis leadina to 

evaluation of aae, health and nutritional status of individuals 

whose skeletal remains are recovered. 

Steward (1968) attempt at determining the number of 

children born to a woman from the condition of pelvic joints is 

demographically of immense importance. 

Apart from statistical uncertainities, other shortfalls 

of this field are the difficulty in ascertainina the aae and sex 

of skeletal specimen, possible under representation of juveniles 

due to faster decomposition of juvenile bones and 

chance of findina undisturbed skeletal remains. 

decreasina 
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HISTORIC DEMOGRAPHY 

This field is closely related with palaeodemoaraphy in 

terma of its objective of reconstructina past population 

structure. It relies on materials like census, ethnoaraphic 

records and other kinds of written records on wars and conquests. 

Keepina the data available from these information as the skeleton 

of the frame work, the aaps left out are filled in by plottlna 

population curves either by comparison or by neaative proJection. 

Crucial significance of historical demography is the possibility 

of evaluating the impact of colonial expansion on the demoaraphic 

structure of the aboriginal populations. 

NUTRITION AND FERTILITY 

Research on nutrition and fertility is another area 

drawina more attention currently. This area is of particular 

importance as it is opined (Frisch, 1975, Bonaaarts, 1978) that 

a minimum amount of body fat is necessary for ovulation. This 

point is sianificant as the level of nutrition is an indirect 

measure of economic status. Krishnaji (1983) arauina aaainst the 

view that poor reproduce more, points out that poor people with 

low nutritional level have ralatively lower fertility duo to late 

menarche, increased period of lactation and early menopause. 
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Kamat and Kamat (1959) based on their study relatina 

diet and fecundity in an industrial area of Bombay, found amona 

low income aroup with lesser nutritional intake, a lower 

£requency of sexual intereou~se, higher averaae aae o£ menarche, 

lonaer averaae spaeina betveen births and longer delay in 

postpartum onset of menstruation than the eorrespondina fiaures 

for hiah-income aroup. 

It has been attempted to extent this araument to 

huntina-aatherina societies by anthropoloaists and demoaraphers 

vho are in line with the demoaraphic transition theory. 

Hovever,as pointed out by Boserup (1965) and Sussman (1972) 

hunters- aatherers vere not actually under nourished but their 

subsistent activity demanded an inevitable birth spacina 

mechanism. 

DEftOGRAPHIC PROCESSES IN PRE-LITERATE SOCITIES 

This is one of the most widely covered areas in 

demoaraphic anthropoloay. This area gained significance vith the 

advent of modern family planning in the developi~g countrl,es,·---

However, one can sight works like that of Bloch and Carr-Saunders 
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which came up as early as 1908 and 1922 respectively. Bloch 

maintained that "among primitive races measures for the 

1 
prevention of conception are widely employed" . Carr-Saunders in 

hie full-lenath study on use of contraceptive techniques amona 

pre-modern societies, opines that mankind had always controlled 

its members. Prolonaed abstention from intercourse, abortion, and 

infanticide were the main customs which were practiced by 

primitive races and there is "ample evidence that one or more of 

2 
these practices are recorded for almost every people" Himes 

(1936) on the other hand maintained that "infanticide and 

abortion were much more frequently practiced than conception 

3 
control " 

Firth (1963) in his work on Tikopia enumerated the 

different fertility regulation methods practised, Thc:t list 

included infanticide, lack of marriage among younger males, 

1. See Caldwell (1987) P. 27 

2. Ibid P. 26 

3. Ibid P. 27 
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coltues interruptus, abortion, sea voyaae and war. Birdsell 

drawlna his data from Australian aboriaines, Eskimos and lkuna

Buahmen concluded that systematic infanticide had been · ~ a 

necessary mechanism from bipedalism to the development of 

4 
advanced agriculture", accounting for birth control in 

primitive 

among the 

oocieties. However, Shostak (1981) pointe 

I Kung infanticide is rare and is done "in 

out that 

case of 

conaenital deformity, of too short birth spacin~ or of twin, 

5 
births regardless of sex. " Other major works which lend 

support to this view of pre-modern practice of birth controlling 

would include, amona others, Lindenbaum (1972) Nardi (1981), Naa 

(1973), Husallam (1972), Lorimer (1954), Polaar (1972), 

Handwerker (1985) and Scrimshaw (1981). 

A related and complementary araument to the above 

discusaion is that amona pre-modern populations, especially 

hunters and aatherers, there are mechanisms which naturally 

enable spacing of bi~th. Bongaarts enlisted five major facts that 

influence birth spacing and regulation. These are postpartum 

infecundity, waiting time to conception, intrauterine mortality, 

permanent sterility and delay in entry into reproductive span. 

Of prime interest in anthropoloay is the factor of post-partum 

infecundity. This 

4. See Birdsell (1968) P. 239 

5. See Shostak (1981) P. 66 
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factor has a physiological relation ~ith lactation ~hich subdues 

ovulations ln females. Among hunters-aatherers, in the absence 

of stored food and other food substitutes, lactation period is 

relatively 

infecundity. 

prolonged. This increases the period of post-partum 

This physiological birth spacing mechanism adds as 

advantage to their kind of life style. ~hich needs easier an 

mobility, ~hich ~ill be hindered if it is necessary to maintain 

more than one fully dependent child simultaneously. Sussman 

(1972) ~ritina about child spacing in populations of neolithic 

period states that "child transportation" ~as the prime reason 

for child spacing among hunters and gatherers of pre-agricultural 

period. A ~oman has to carry along for years until the child can 

walk on its own. This period, he speculates, came to a span of 

3.5 to 4.5 years. He draws support from contemporary huntina and 

aatherina societies. Lee and Devore find a spacin~ of four y~ars 

amona Australian hunters. Lee gives a spacing of 4.3 years 

between live births for thQ lkuna. Uith roughly four years of 

spacing bet~een two live births and ~ith reproductive span from 

16 or 17 years to 33 or 34 years. Sussman estimates that a ~oman 

of pre-agricultural period can produce only four children. 

Similar results are arrived at by Neel et al for Xavents, family 

size of 3.1 t .5 live births. Carr-Saunders and Krzy~ickl aive an 

average of 4-5 recorded births. 
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Shostak (1981) writing about !kung of Doab, says that 

"!kung sibllgs are likely to be about 4 years apart in age- an un 

us~ally long birth spacina for a population without birth 

6 
control" . She feels among !kung, spacing is very important. If 

spaclna is unnaturally short, either the newly born baby will die 

or the elder would die. Though, their food is nutritious enough, 

it would be difficult to feed two child simultaneously. Older 

children have to be weaned and have to depend fully on wild 

foods, as no other sources of milk is available. It is quite 

difficult for even two year old child to survive with this kind 

of food. 

Shostak further notes that as the !kung Bushmen aot 

access to other source of milk as a result of contacts with 

neighbouring herders the pattern of child spacing became 

relatively shorter. Now they could keep away from gathering wild 

foods, hence child transportation and child spacing, was no more 

a necessity. 

In many contemporary pre-literate societies, the period 

of post-partum abstinence and lactalion aoes alona with elaborate 

sanctions in form of cultural practices a~ainst intercourse. 

6. Ibiq 
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Fecundity and Sterility 

Fecundity ia attached aroat social irnportaneo in almost 

all pre-literate societies. Yhile children are considered as 

aift of God, childlessness is a punishment of God. Barrenness is 

a sin and is associated with lechery and as personification of 

death, while fruitfulness is associated with virginity and 

modesty. Barrenness is often associated with witchcraft amona 

the Gonda and Bhumias of Eastern Handla (Fuchs 1968). Barenness 

is due to the evil power of ahosts of witchcraft or due to sin 

commltt•d in previous birth. For instance a witch may be reborn 

aa a barren woman. Amona the Hos of Kolhan (Hajumdhar 1937) it 

is believed that barren woman have secret connection with 

malianant spirits and they are witches; barrenness is attributed 

to bad morals and to sin committed in the previous birth. Amona 

Andaman Islanders, it is considered that barren woman was a man 

in previous birth and will be born as a man in the next birth 

(Sanyal 1980). Amona the Baiga (Elwin 1936) childlessness is 

believed as a punishment for an incest in the barren woman's 

family or due to witchcraft. Some societies have belief in cure 

lor barrenness. Santals bel1eved in herbal treatment as well as 

a magical cure for barrenness (Verma, 1977). Amona Angami Nagas 

(Hutton, 1969) certain rites are included in procession related 

to offerina 'aenna' for promotina fertility. 
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Institutionalisation of Sex 

Concurrent with the importance ~iven to fertility is 

the institutionalisation of sex. Sex is institutionalised in 

different societies to a lesser or areater extent. In many pre

literate societies neither it Is taboo to exchanae views about it 

nor it Is an area of obsession as portrayed by early 

anthropoloaiata. There are societies in where there is the 

instltuion of dormitories, which often functions as a place of 

education and trainina activities includina sex. For example in 

aothul found amona muria "senior airls often train younaer boys 

7 
in the sexual act .. " and "senior boys also instruct the juniors 

verbally and by mimetic acts .... as regards the intricacies of 

8 
sexual conaress " 

Althouah pre-marital sex is not barred in many pre

literate societies (Elwin, 1936, Hutton 1969) children born out 

ol unions prior to marriaae are not accepted as a normal members 

of their communities. Pregnancy before marriage is looked down 

upon. Most often such a preanancy is terminated prematurely or 

the child born is killed immediately after the birth. This 

explains the wide spread prevalance of abortion and infanticide 

in pre-literate societies. (Elwin 1936, Hutton 1969, 

Carr-Saunders 1922, Fuchs 1968) 

7. See ·T.N. Madan, D.N. Majumdar (1986) P. 132 

8. Ibid. 
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There is a tendency in earlier anthropoloaical 

literature to over estimate the prevalence of pre-marital and 

post marital sexual relationship in pre-literate societies. 

Davis in 1891 Assam census writs that amon~ the Na~as "it was 

9 
very rare for a airl not to have atleast one lover". This kind 

of generalization gives a picture of free sex which is far from 

real.l ty. Countering Davis' argument, Hutton (1969) points out 

that pre-marital relations varies greatly among different Naaa 

tribes or even within a tribe. Further amona all Naaas it is 

most probablQ that the male who has a relationship with a female 

is one who is a potential spouse and often marries her later. 

There was also a tendency to relate alleged high 

fertility among the poor with hleh frequency of coition amone the 

10 
earlier campaianers of the birth control 'mission' 

Hortality 

Assuming that the advent of modern medicine, especially 

9. See Hutton (1969) P. 169 

10. See also Nag. M (1972) P. 233. He quotes from Sarvapalli 
Radhakrishnan who says "The poorer we are, the more ill 
nourished we are. Sex is the only indoor sport open to us 
and larQer families are produced" and Vo~t who says "Uhile 
economic and sanitary conditions were improved the Indians 
went their accouRtomed way, breedin~ with the 
lrresponalbility of cod fish ... " 
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prevention and cure for epidemics, has reduced mortality level 

considerably in pre-industrial societies, implicitely it is taken 

that mortality level amone hunters-gatherers ~as hieh. Related 

~ith th~s argument is that hunters- gatherers ~ere subsisting 

maralnally durlna pre-aaricultural period. This is a line of 

araument for~arded by demographic transition theory, accordina to 

~hlch mortality and fertility ~ere precariously balanced In this 

period. 

But evidence does not support this vie~. 

Anthropological studies (Sussman 1972, Lee and DeVore 1968, Lee 

1969, Carr-Saunders 1922) sho~ that mortality level ~as in fact 

lo~er amona hunters-aatherers than among sedentry people, as the 

latter have higher risk of loosing more life due to epidemics. 

The subsistence level ~as also not lo~ for hunters and gatherers. 

(Sussman 1972, Boserup 1965, Shostak 1981). Further, it ~as not 

mortality that primarily chequed the population aro~th, but it 

~as throuah birth spacing. 

Ho~ever, ~ith colonial expansion mortality level of 

hunters and gatherers shot up dramatically. This ~as due to a 

continuous process of alienation from their land and hence 

driving them to relatively restricted, unfertlle regions. 

Colonial rule also led to influx of novel diseases against ~hich 

they did not have any natural immunity. Radcliffe- Brown notes 
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that the major cause for rapid dwindling down of tribes of 

Andaman islands vas introduction of new diseases like syphilis, 

measles etc. Carr-Saunders includes diseases like tuberculosis, 

malaria, measles, vhoppina-couah, chfoken-pox, venereal and 

pulmonary infections amona the Pacific ·Islanders; denaue fever, 

small-pox, plaque, chol~ra, syphilis in.Africa as nev diseases 

11 
introduced by the Europeans~ 

POPULATION GROUTH AND CULTURAL EVOLUTION 

Boserup (1965) in her study treats population as an 

independent variable and relates arovth of agricultural 

teehnoloay with population pressure. Th~ process of invention, 

rate and the speed of transmission of agri~ultural technology is 

ln£1uenced by the size and distribution ·of population. This 

transmission is, however, possible only if both the societies 

involved have comparable population. She.opines that even the 

motivation to invent is determined to a'great extent by the 

demographic structure. She sights evidences to shov that often 

socie~ies which were technologically advanc~d. have reverted to a 

lover technological stage after a decrease in population through 

11. Carr-Saunders notes that in Fiji in 1879, measles alone 
took a toll of 40,000 lives 
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war or epidemics. She feels that urbanisation did not take place 

till the end of first millennium A.D., as only after that period 

population reached a level which permitted widespread 

urbanisation. In societies where population density is low, an 

extensive system of cultivation is done. A shift from extensive 

shiftina hoe cultivatlon to settled intensive plouah cultivation 

took place, for only one primary reason, and that is to increase 

the yield for a given period to support a denser population. She 

concludes that socities that have shown steady and slow increase 

in population have shown faster improvement in .technoloay related 

to subsistence strateay. Her most important c~ntribution is that 

she shows "chanaes in the pattern of cultivation are social 

12 
chanaes" 

Boserup's work triggerd off many related studies, like 

that of Steward (1970), Carneiro (1967), Dumont (1965), Stevenson 

(1968). These studies tried essentially to foc~s on the basic 

questions why is a large society formed? and what necessitates 

the advent of complex political-economic and kinship institutions 

from a relatively simpler ones?. The central araument was that as 

the demoaraphic size of a society increases, older social 

relations based on kinship and moral arounds aets weakened and 

newer social relations comes into &rip to oraanize better the 

12. See Nell, (1979) P. 468 
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process of resources exploitation. Increase in population 

density increases pressure on resources resultina in chanae of 

relations from informal to formal and to a more authoritarian 

order. The economy chanaes from a relatively self sufficient one 

to a more competetive one with unequal access to basic goods and 

increased specialization of econo@ic activities. Carneiro 

(1965), Stevenson (1968), Nettina (1971) attempt to show a 

relationship between population size of a: community and 

prevailina political institution. To explain differential rate 

of evolution of political systems, Carneiro makes a distinction 

between circumscribed and open environment. In a circumscribed 

area wherein it is difficult for a population to spread around, 

population density increases faster and hence the faster 

evolution of complex political- economic systems. 

Uorks of Goodenouah (1968), Rappaport (1967) done alona 

similar lines have however much more limited objectives like 

establishina relationship between population pressure and 

residence, descent, land tenure. etc. They express ,a strona 

relationship between lower population density, unilineal descent 

and unilocal residence. As population pressure· on land oincreases 

these corporate aroups tend to aet loosened to; shift into more 

flexible co~natic or bilateral kinship aroups. However, Harner 

concludes that coanatic descent aroup results from condition of 

lowest population pressure. 
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Lorimer concludes, reversina the araument, that 

extended kin aroups based on consanauin~al as well as affinal 

relationships need not necessarily stimulate hiaher fertility but 

unlineal corporate groups tend to be a motive for a hiaher 

fertility. 

Polaar (1972) opines that these studies "assume that 

patterns of family oraanization and social norms can fully 

explain differences in reproductive behaviour" ianorina the 

13 
"historical chanaes in economic and political relationships" 

Further, he proposes to show that unilineal inheritance systems 

are better seen as a consequence of population arowth than as its 

cause. 

The fundamental assumption of all these studies is that 

they keep population arowth as an independent factor. The fact 

that population growth gets influenced by other economic and 

cultural factors_ have been either left behind or ianored for 

analytical purposes. Further it is also clear that population 

density per se does not induce chanae in political and cultural 

institutions. But it is competition on resources that often does 

so. By stressina on population pressure one tends to homoaenize 

the effect felt by different aroups of people. 

13. See Polaar (1972) P. 203 
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Further, this orientation "falls to account for the 

causes of population chanae lncludina feed back from cultural 

14 
development" Birdsell's work (1953) on Australian aboriainal 

population primarily deals with size and density of local aroups 

and their relationship with marriage pattern and utilization of 

resources. Uorks of Birdsell and Yengoyan (1968) and Tindale 

(1940) are in the line of human ecolo~y. They try to brina out a 

relationship between population density, local group size, rain 

fall and availability of food supply. ·. 

Tindale notes that "the size of the tribal territories 

va~lod in inverse proportion to the amount of rain remaining on 

15 
the around after evoporation" Birds·ell established a positive 

correlation bet~een rainfall and population density for a sample 

of 123 tribes (Godelier 1975), Yengoyen,also finds a correlation 

between social structure of a tribe and rainfall. He concludes 

that as one aoes from more humid areas to interior desert areas 

in Australia, one finds an increase in s)ze of tribal territories 

and tribal groups, with bands which are separated more in terms 

of time and space. There is an increase·in molties, sections and 

subsections of the tribe correspondlnaiy. Thus a tribe gets 

14. Ibid P. 204 

15. God 11 er (19 7 5) P. 8 
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spread over a wider aeoaraphical area but maintains reciprocal 

relations throuah kinship ties. This serves as an economic 

security needed more in drier areas. 

This discussion on basic issues in demoaraphic 

anthropoloay makes clear many of miconceptions held by 

demoaraphers. Firstly, questionina the validity of the narrow-

meanina aiven to rationality, anthropoloaical work tries to 

redefine it and assert that pre-literate societies are also 

NAtional in their fertility behaviour. Caldwell (1977) 

differntiatog between rationality exercised to maximize economic 

utility, most often operating at individual level, predominating 

in 'modern' societies what he calls "economic rationality" with 

the rationality exercised by a society as a whole, throuah its 

socio-cultural institutions, predominatina in pre-modern 

16 
societies which he terms as "soceital rationality" 

The fact that almost all societies in human history 

have consciously reaulated fertility for one or other reasons, 

disproves the myth of 'unreaulated population arowth' in 

underdeveloped countries as compaiained by the family plannina 
I 

'lobby'. This fact of consious and unconsious rea~lation of 
-~~ ~~~-

DISS 
304.632 

16. Caldwell (1977) P. 38 
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population hints that population responds to necessities demanded 

by livina conditions. 

Secondly empirical studies in anthropoloay do not lend 

support to the notion that all pre-modern societies experience 

hiah mortality rate and food shortaae. On the contrary, the 

livina standards of hunters and aatherers were relatively better 

than· that of oth~r 'advanced' commu~ities. as long as these 

hunters-gatherers were occupying their ~rlalnal territories. It 

Is also significant that aeneral mortality were low amona them 

and in particular mortality out of , Infectious diseases and 

epidemics was quite low (Dunn 196~). These two facts of 

reaulated fertility and lower mortality question the basic 

assumption of demoaraphic transition theory accordina to which 

all pre-industrial societies experienc~d hiah mortality and hiah 

fertility rates. These studies also lend plausible explanation 

for understand ina the evolution of social and cultural 

institutions and the physical orlain of man. 

Our immediate objectives in the forthcomina discussion 
' 

Is to understand the process of famlly'formation in relation with 

demoaraphic aspects. The subsequent discussion in the chapters 

will be centered around considering ~ow the process of family 

formation has been analysed in demographic and anthropological 

studies. Some of the atudie$ that are to be discussed ruay not 

studies focus on family formation e•pecially in agricultural 
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communities. Hence they can be very ~ell placed ~ithin the ambit 

of demographic anthropoloay. 

To start ~ith, it is aimed to brina 

a~auments of majo~ theo~les like labour theory~ 

out the basic 

security and 

rationality lnau~ancs theory which may be arouped toaether as 

theories, follo~ed by Caldwell's wealth.flows theory. 

theories are arouped within the cubric of 

anthropology. 'Conventional' in ihe sense 

All these 

conventional 

that these 

explanations have roots in conventional anthropological tradition 

based on functionalist and structural functionalist approaches. 

The economic explanations that are put into use· in their 

arauments are basically dra~n from neo-classical economics. For 

instance, the notion of 'rational man' and the implicit method of 

methodoloaical individualism - in ~hich it is believed that the 

concepts and phenomena ~hich refer to groups or collectivities 

can in principle be expressed as description of the individual 

actors - are inherent features of neo-classical economics. 

Another equally important reason, is, it is conventional 

because th~re is ·critical' tradition that follows. Critical 

tradition Is critical of conventional anthropology's, 

functionalist ideas and its rootinas in neo-classical economics. 
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The critical tradition in anthropoloay beaan to come up 

in 1950s and 1960s as it was felt that British and American 

anth~opoloaical traditions with functional~st paradigm had failed 

to analyse the structure of western imperialism and its impact on 

the non-vestern vorld. The rhetoric of 'value-free' analysis has 

led to a state of dissatisfaction with t~eory and practice in 

anth~opoloay (Copans and SGddon 1978), 

It was felt as Firth says as late as in 1954 that "we 

are ha~dly yet on the threshold of any aeneral theory of a 

dynamic kind which will enable us to handle comprehensively the 

17 
ranae of material within our normal anthropoloaical sphere" 

This was laraely attributed to the functionalist and structural 

functionalist thoughts that held sway in the early decades of 

this century. These approaches, "have tended to produce 

essentially factual accounts and remain at a very low level 

of theoretical ellaboration .... (and produced) .... only limited 

hypothesis reaardina the impact of 'the outside world' on local 

18 
communities" Gouah suaaest that "the excessively empiricist 

approach of anthropoloay is related to its failure to consider 

the total system of which its traditional object - primitive 

17. See Copans and Seddon (1978) P. 10 

18. Ibid P. 15 
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society was an lntearal part, ~hen the anthropoloaist first 

19 
studied it" The critical tradition developed out of the 

discontent felt about traditional functionalist anthropology, 

In its methodoloay critical tradition shares a areat 

extent with historical materialism. However, in terms of its 

objectives and theory it is quite away from the writinas of Marx. 

One o£ the most important theoretical lnoiaht subsumed by 

critical tradition and not dealt by Marx is the process of social 

reproduction. Critical tradition gives central importance to 

this aspect. A discussion of social reproduction will 

necessarily Include discussion of the concept of reproduction of 

labour, allocation of labour potential in relation with means of 

production and the component of ideolosy which perpetuates this 
I 

relation. It will also inevitably force us to discuss how the 

role of bloloaical reproduction and its ~ontrol is important in 

perpetuating the process of social reprod~ction. 

In the second part of our discussion, it is attempted 

to bring out how critical tradition in anthropology aives an 

19. Ibid 
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insiaht in to an existina link between bioloaical reproduction 

and social reproduction. It is araued that bioloaical 

reproduction is an important component by controlling which the 

perpetuation of existina social relations is enabled. The 

discussion is mainly around these two aspects. Firstly it is 

attempted to show how, with the growth of capitalist economy, the 

of extended r~pr-oductlon has ~ot aepaf'ated from 

subsistent reproduction and has subordinated the latter. This is 

of our interest, as it is Implicit that the process of bioloaical 

reproduction, a component of subsistence reproduction, 

subordinated by extended reproduction. 

is also 

The second aspect of focus is to show how, control of 

reproductive power of women by men was established in the course 

of human history. It is argued that control of female sexuality 

by men was a historical necessity to establish and sustaine the 

patriarchal order. The hold on this rein has been effectively 

utilised to maintain social stratification in a society. Thus 

demoaraphlc process and family formation are seen as a part of 

perpetuation of social stratification, aender relation and social 

reproduction. 
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- CHAPTER II -

FAftiLY FORnATION AND FERTILITY CHANGE 

THE CONTRIBUTION OF 'CONVENTIONAL' ANTHROPOLOGY 

'Family formation' narro~ly, would include those acts 

related to an individual's marriage ~1th his of her spouse, 

beaettina children out of this ~edlock, enculturing the children 

into their broader social aroup and enabling them to carry on 

social and economic activities for their survival and 

reproduction. 

1 
A family find its origin in marriage . It consists of 

a man and a ~oman, and the children born out of their ~edlock. 

Its members are bound together by social' and economic rights and 

obligations. As a residential unit, this family may often 

2 
include other lineal and collateral kin of the spouses . In this 

sense, a family can come into beina as ~ result of a split from a 

laraer residential unit. Ho~ever, even this split occurs as a 

1 . Origin of a family here refers to a stage in the 
developmental cycle of a family. it does not refers to the 
origin of the family as a social u~it, as treated by a early 
evolutionists like Morgan, McLennan, Bachofen, etc .... 

2. The definition 2iven takes into coqsideration only the more 
prevalent form of mono2amous ~amily with neo-local, 
patrilocal or matrilocal residence and not other infrequent 
forms like polygynous families, polyandrous and 
consanguineous families. 
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result of a marriaae, either immediately or vith a delay after 

marriage. 

Family formation is a process taking place perpetuallY 

in a society. A family in order to sustain and to perpetuate 

itself has to endure the external forces actina on it. For some 

eecti~ns of people, fertility is the only aspect left fully at 

the disposal of their families, vhlch could be altered to 

facilitate a better chance for enduring these forces. This is 

the basic argument on vhich theories relati~g family formation 

and fertility are founded. 

Explanations like labour theory, insurance and security 

theory and vealth flovs theory can be inclu~ed in to conventional 

anthropological explanations, on family formation and fertility 

3 
chanae . All these theories are basically founded on the idea 

that the fertility level of a family is not arbitarily set, but 

rationally determined by the benefits and burdens that a family 

vould expect to obtain from children. I't is important to note, 

however, that they do not attempt to study decision makina 

processes at the level of the family. Labour theory and 

Insurance and security theory locate a f~mily within an economic 

class and presume similar demographic response from all the 

3. These are actually collection of explanations rather than a 
unified theories in tha real sense. 
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families of this economic class, exposed to similar economic 

conditions. 

Studies related to labour theory and insurance and 

security theory came as a critique to those arauments based on 

neo-classical macro-economics which tried to establish a positive 

correlation between fertility decline and economic growth in poor 

societies. The araument here is that under the conditions of 

hiah fertility and declinina mortality,, there is an increase in 

the proportion of population in non-workina aae aroup. This, it 

is said reduces the rate of savinas. Further, this increase in 

population also requires a diversion of a share of resources, 

which are less productive investments. That is to say, that with 

reduction in fertility the per-capita income and savings of the 

people would increase leadina to an increase in rate of 

investment and hence a faster economic growth. 

A study which was undertaken in support of these 

araument·s and which was directly instrumental in promotina 

studies aaainst these arauments was the Khanna study. This study 

was a lona term field study conducted by Uyon and Gorden (1971) 

in the Ludhiana district of Punjab. 1 It was the first major 
I 

filed study in India "aimed at devisina methods that could later 

4 
be employed to control and solve the 'population problem' The 

4. Sea I1amdani (1972) P.25 
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study was spread over a spen of six years from 1954 to 1960 and a 

follow-up study in 1969. To start with the study was 'action' 

oriented, with the basic objectives of determinina the efficiency 

of a specific method of contraception - foam tablets - and the 

effectiveness of family plannina in aeneral. It was also aimed 

at determinina the effect of population control on the health and 

social status of the people, (Hamd~ani 1972). But later by mid 

1958 the study got confined to analysina and explainina the 

existina fertility related behaviour. "The study was conducted 

in seven 'test' villaaes, with a total population of 8,000 

5 
people" . This study was done in five phases. "E:Xplanatory 

investiaations" I and II and a pilot study were conducted to test 

the level of acceptibility of the particular method of 

contraception amona the study population. The definitive study" 

was conducted over a span of four years, aimed to achieve "a 

6 
sianificant decline" in the birth rate of the Khanna population. 

Both in the pilot study and in the definitive study, foam tablets 

were supplied door-to-door, with substantial 'education' 

reaardina birth control, to people of one set of villaaes, while 

no contraceptives were supplied to another set of 'control' 

villaaes. The follow-up study was conducted to evaluate the 

efficiency of the contraceptive and that of the proaramme as a 

whole. However, it showed that "the birth-control pro_araame had 

5. Ibid P. 24 

6. Ibld P. 27 
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7 
been a failure" . It revealed that there was no sianificant 

difference ln birth ratesbetween 'cont~ol' villaaes population 

and 'experimental' villaaes population. Although there was a 

decrease in birth rate in the experimental villages from 40 per 

1000 in 1957 to 35 per 1000 in 1968, it· could not be traced to 

the birth control proaramme but to a aeneral rise in female aae 

at marri•ae (Hamdan! 1972). 

These arauments which try to establish a positive 

relation between fertility decline and economic arowth, start 

with the notion that households are units, of only consumption and 

not production. This assumption could be true for a society 

under fully d~veloped capitalism, where the family is no lonaer 

the unit of production, but not for rural aaricultural 

communities in any of the developina countries. 

In calculating per capita incom~, savings, GDP etc. the 

population of a nation is assumed to be homogenous in nature in 

terms of its interest towards saving , and accessibility to 

nation's resources (Hamdan! 1976, Rao 1976)~ This is an ideal 

typical construct of a family in relation to society not grounded 

in empirical reality. Mason (1988) baaed on survey evidence from 

industrialized countries, several Latin American and Asian 

7. Ibid 
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countries concludes that thouah reduced fertility, lover 

population growth and low dependency ratio have contributed to 

hlaher rates of savings in some countries, "population arowth may 

have a nealiaible effect on savinas and may even lead to lower 

aaareaate savinas rates." Some studies "have been inconclusive 

8 
about the relationship between number pf children and savinas" . 

Thus a simple, unilinear relation betw~en savings and population 

arowth is fallacious. 

The Labour theory argues that the poor reproduce more 

as for them children are a source of ~abour, therefore a source 

of income and positively contribute ~o the family. Not too 

differently the insurance and security theory contend that for 

sections of people who do not have a s?urce of permanent income 

children are a source of security and insurance in times of 

misery and old aae, and this acts as a motivation for hiaher 

fertility. The wealth flows theory centres around the araument 

that direction of the net wealth fiov between parents and 

children determines vhether a society wfll experie~ce hiah or lov 

fertility. Caldvell expostulated this theory in an attempt to 

restate demoaraphic transition theory. .(Caldwell-1977). In this 

chapter, we examine the contribution of these theories tovards 

understandina family formation and fertility change. Ue shall 

8. See Andrew Mason (1988) P. 137.pa 
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first examine the basic argument of these theories before 

subjecting the concepts, methods and data involved to a critical 

scrutiny. In the process we hope to attain an insight into the 

strengths and weaknesses of the arguments adduced. 

LABOUR THEORY 

The notion that production of children can be measured 

in terms of costs and values to the family came into 

when Leibenstein (1957) noted that parents have 

limeliaht 

a rough 

estimation of the costs and the benefits of children in deciding 

to have 

rubric of 

a child. Explanations that can be grouped within 

Labour theory basically try to link labour value 

the 

of 

children with fertility level. Powerful arguments in support of 

this theory comes from Mamdani (1972, 1976) and Nag et al (1978). 

Other authors like Cain (1977, 197a), Nadkarni (1976) also 

subscribe to this theory although theyl maintain differences with 

Hamdan!. 

study. 

Hamdanl's study (1972) carne as a critique to the Khanna 

He visited Hanupur, one of the seven 'test' vlllaaes of 

Khanna study, two years after the earlier study. He based hls 

work primarily on Interviews of people'who were working as field 

level workers, assistant field directors and some of the 
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9 
respondents of the Khanna study . In Manupur and in the whole of 

the Punjab, state intervention in terms of writing-off most of 

the debts and providing financial aid for agricultural pu~poses, 

accordlna to Hamdan!, has areatly changed the traditional 

economic relations. Brahmins who were mostly money lenders were 

severely affected. Jats and the service castes were freed from 

the clutches of these money lenders. Althouah improvement in 

aaricultural technoloay and the accompanying chanaes in social 

relations rendered the traditional services of the servicing 

castes superfluous, they were mostly 'absorbed gradually Into 

agriculture. There was no decline in the need for agricultural 

labour despite these changes. He conc~udes that invariably, in 

all sections of people, except the numerically lnsianlflcant 

brahmin caste and the large farmers, there existed a need to 

increase family labour. Increase in f•mlly labour would fetch, 

for a landless labourer, more wages. For an owner cultivator, it 

would reduce hired labour or might enable them to rent more land 

for cultivation. Under these conditions to limit one's familY 

would mean for them "to willfully court economic 

10 
disaster" 

9. Apart from interviews of "mysteriously selected and 
seemingly small number of men" (Hawthron (1978, P.4) he 
depends only on published and unpublished works of Uyon 
and Gordon related to Khanna study. 

10. Hamdani £P~ Cit. f.n. 4 P.5 
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At a conceptual level he a~gues that in the case of 

~u~al landless labou~e~s. small peasants and u~ban mia~ant 

,. 
labour.e~s child~en a~e a potential sou~ce of labou~ and income. 

They become net economic p~oduce~s in thei~ ea~ly teenaae. 

Child~en may cont~ibute to thei~ family economy eithe~ in te~ms 

of direct p~oduction activities o~ by doina household activities 

the~eby releasing adults to ca~ry out productive activities . 
• 

For a small farmer, "given, a very small income, to have to hire 

even one farm hand can mean disaste~. If such a farmer is 

merely to survive, he must rely on his family for necessary labour 

11 
power" 

"The only means by which the individual production 

unit, the family, can increase ~he physical product at its 

disposal is by increasing the lab~u~-power at ita disposal i.e. 

12 
throuah hiah rates of rep~oduction " Horeove~, given that 

there is always a need fo~ additional labou~. amona the poor 

peasants and labou~era " with eacli additional child the cost of 

13 
havina a child declines and the benefit ~ises". 

11. Ibid P. 76 

12. Ibid 1976 P. 1145 

13. Ibid 
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Cain (1977) notes from his s~udy of a Banaladesh 

Villaae that "male children appear to become net producers by the 

aae of twelve and compensate for their accumulative consumption 

14 
~Y the aae of fifteen". 

are youna. aet involved in aativitles like fire-wood aolleetlont 

cattle arazina, fetching water, taking care of younger children 

etc. 

nueller (1976) arguing to the contrary, maintains that there 
' 

is always a surplous labour force in peasant agriculture. For a 

major part of the year either children or women are out of 

market production. "~here labour force participation by children 

appeared to be relatively high It was ~xceptionally low for 

15 
women" Children consume substantially more than they produce 

until they reach fifteen to nineteen years, of age. The aagreaate 

cost of supporting people aged fifty five and older is much lower 

than the cost of supporting children. She concludes that in 
I 

14. See Cain (1977) P. 224. It is important to note that in the 
village Char Gopalpur in Bangladesh', rice cultivation is 
predominant and arable land constitut~ the bulk of the total 
wealth of the village. It is possible that this gives 
higher employment opportunities for ~veryone including 33 
perc~nt of households who do not have any land. 

15. See Mueller (1976). P. 119. The data on labour-
participation by aae she gives for' India is from 1961 
census covering only the states of B~har, Punjab, Himachal 
Pradesh and Yest Ben~al (Table 4.3 Page 109). 
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peasant agriculture, children have negative economic value. But 

it has to be noted that Mueller takes into account only the 

activities directly related to market production in measuring the 

amount o£ labour participation by children. 

Nag and his colleagues (1978) ,studying t'w'o peasant 

villages one in Java 'Which 'w'as "until tecently .. a relatively 

16 
isolated village" and the other in Nepal "situated in 

17 
relatively in accessible region " point 9ut that Mueller fails 

to ackno'w'ledge the fact that in almost all peasant societies 

there exist a multiplicity of occupations like animal husbandry, 

non-agricultural 'w'age labour, fire-'w'ood coLlection etc., apart 

from agriculture. 

"Although agricultural labour brings in the greatest 

economic return, the major portion o£ time of most people is 

spent in non-agricultural activities in 'Which return per hour is 

18 
relatively lo'w'". Thus there is only under-

16. See Naa et al. (1978) P. 294 

17. I bid 

18. Ibid P. 300 
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productivity but non unemployment or under-employment. "Even in 

peasant villaaes of hiah population density, households with a 

relatively larae number of children ensure themselves a lenathy 

19 
period of economic 'suc~ss' .. " Apart from explainina the 

persistence of hiah fertility amona the poor the theory also 

tries to explain the decline of fertility. It is maintained that 

with the advent of 'modernisation ' and mechanisation of farmina, 

the need for a larae labour force will not exist any more. This 

would reduce the desire for more children. (Hamdan! 1972 Naa et 

al 1978) Naa for instance araues that the economic val~e of 

children to their families is hiaher i~ aaricultural societies 

than in industrial societies: it is : also hlaher in f armina 

households than in that of non-farmlna households. 

INSURANCE AND SECURITY THEORY 

The main araument of this theory is that children for 

the poor act as source of security and insurance in old aae. 
0 

Given that they do not have a reaular income and savinas which 

would help them in times of need and emeraency the only possible 

source of security is children. 

19. Ibid P. 301 
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If parents can see that at least one or two children, 

preferably sons, will survive when they themselves are old, that 

would be the best and the only sourc~ of security for them. 

Since infant mortality is high, it is pointed out that (Gould 

1916) in many societies, in order to·ensure livina heirs who 

would earn them bread, parents need to "stock pile" children. If 

there are many children, parents can depend on one or the other : 

or children can divide among themselves the responsibility of 

taklna care of their parents. Rao (1976) advances this arauement 

very strongly through a theoretical model. In fact he goes 

further to argue that "as survival rate improve birth rates might 

remain flat and arowth rates rise up to a point; after that birth 

rates fall more than proportionately and growth rates 

20 
decline". He analyses the strength of motives for having 

children across four different elas~ea vi~. workers: peasants and 

petit bourgeoisie; capitalist farmers, industrialist, big traders 

etc.; and professional classes. He takes in to consideration 

direct and indirect cost 'of bring,ina up children as well as 

motives like labour and insurance against old age in arriving at 

desired number of children in the families of these four classes. 

Although he arrives at a curvilinear relation between economic 

status and the desired family si~e he speculates that the two 

motives for having children are stronger in the first two 

classes. 

20. Rao (1976) P. 1153 
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The motive of insurance against old age is strongest 

amona the workers, who generally have low income level with hiah 

uncertainity and a high dependency on others for daily income. 

"This motive become weaker as property status increses " and it 

21 
is " lowest amona the owners of means of ~roduction " Another 

related araument is that of 'son-preference' Proponents of this 

araument maintain that there is a hiaher preference for sons than 

daughters. It is argued that sons contribute more than what 

daughters can and sons beain to contribute to the family from a 

relatively younger age than daughters, (Cain 1977, 1978). Under 

these conditions every family would like to have at least one or 

tvo sons, irrespective of the number of daughters they have. 

Thus in the course of ensuring a few sons a couple miaht finally 

have more children than they actuall~ desired. This is more 

probable in the case of "workers", "~easants and petit bouraeo-

22 
isle" (Rao 1976) 

The insurance and security theory appears to be 

subsumed by labour theory and can ultimately be converted in to 

labour "theory" (Krishnaji 1983) However, in terms of its 

araumente based on 'eon preference ' and 'high infant mortality', 

21. Ibid P. 1157 

22. Ibid P. 1153 
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it tends to allow space for some uncertainity of family size and 

to acknowledae the view that a family ~iaht often end up in 

havina either too many or too few childre.n than they decide to 

have. This also aives room for the possibility of acceptina that 

there is really a surplus population amona the poor which labour 

theory does not allow. 

' Both labour theory and insurance and security "theory" 

ara plausible explantlons for persistenc~~ of hiah fertility. 
I 

They cannot be proved wrong for all societies. However, it is, 

equally true that it cannot be proved rlg~t for all societies. 

Perhaps the most encouraaina point of thea~ explanations is that 

they do not adopt a typical middle class :notion of costs and 

values of children and child bearina, pr~sumina an industrial 

economy (Michaelson 1981). On tryina to es~ablish the fact that 

hiah fertility amona the poor is economical~y rational behaviour, 

proponents of these theories question and puncture the 

traditional enthnocentric "Oriental" con~tructs developed by 
I 

23 
occidental scholars. 

The relevance of these theories, argues Krishrajl "to 

poor countries at the macro-level cannot be questioned. But 

23. Usaae used by Edward Said in his book t
1
itled "Oriental ism" 

(1978) 
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their uniform applicability to all families and social classes is 

24 
doubtful ... " 

"These economic theories often in.znore the 

differentiated nature of peasant classes. The attitude tovards 

h&vln~ children and fertility rates vaties enormouely batween 

25 
soeietles with the same aaricultural technoloay." For 

instance Macfarlane points out that "Japan and China in the 

early twentieth century had contrasting fertility patterns, 

26 
thouah both were wet-rice cultivating communities ... " 

Hawthorn countering Mamdani's argument says that "even within 

the Indian Punjab the effect of aaricu~tural modernisation and 

the supply of labour from outside are so complex and 

27 
variable ... " that no generalisation can be made. Another 

reason why aeneralisation can not ~e made easily is "that 

conditions of child labour are extremely variable from society to 

28 
society" 

24. See Krishanji (1983) P. 865 

25. Ibid P. 869 

26. See Macfarlane (1978) P. 102 

27. See Hawthorn (1978) P. 5 

28. Kr1ahanj1 ~cit f.n. 24. P. 871 
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The applicability of these theories basically rest on 

one important aspect and that is the availability of employment 

in the community. It is possible that,people of similar economic 

stAtus miaht have differential motive for having children 

dependent on employment opportunities. For instance studies like 

that of Honica Oas Gupta concltide quite contrary to that of 

Hamdani, Naa etc ..... Das Gupta concludes that with a steady 

increase of population there is a cha~ae in traditional economic 

organisation. To cope up with increasina population pressure, 

traditional economic relations are altered in such a way that the 

landless and small peasants are made to bear the brunt of the 

problem. The rich farmers put into ~se more of their own family 

labour thereby cutting down hired labour. Under these conditions 

larae families do not improve the economic conditions of the 

poor. Das Gupta's study hints that "under different conditions 

much the same kind·of 'development' can have quite opposite 

effects 
29 

on the felt demand for' children" 

'development' may also vary over pe~iod of time. 

Effect of 

For instance 

Naa (1982) who studied Hanupur twel~e years after Hamdani notes 

that economic value of children has got considerably reduced. 

This is due to "a reduction in remunerative work by children; a 

reduction in children's work time due to change in the nature of 

agricultural and household activities as well as (due) to higher 

30 
enrollment of both boys and girls in school" 

29. Hawthorn op.cit P.5 

30. Naa. 1982 P. 670 
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Even studies that support the idea that labour act as a 

~otive for hiaher fertility do not cateaorically link it with the 

poorest of the co~munity. For exa~ple Cain (1977) who says that 

children contribute considerably fro~ youna aae to family income, 

finds that "the me4ium ages at which mal• children become active 

in crop cultivation, live stock care and other activities ·that 

utilise .... assets are uniformly lower for the wealthiest class 

31 
than for the landless" For activities not requirina assets 

the media aae of active participation is lower for small owners 

than larae owners and landless. Nadkarni who araues "the poor 

find their man power an asset - the only sianificant asset that 

provides them income - rather than an liability", concludes that 

"factual evidence does not support the hypothesis that poor 
0 

32 
households have excess or surplus population" Further he 

notes "the poor households tend to have smaller number of persons 

33 
than the big farmer households" 

Arguing that the economic value of children would aet 

reduced by modernisation or mechanisation of agriculture, these 

explanations invariably aet enscounsed in the demoaraphic 

transition theory which contends that industrialisation is 

a prerequisite for fertility decline. 

31. Cain (1977) P. 213 

32. See Nadkarni (1976) P. 1163 

33. Ibid P. 1167 
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Another important question that cannot be eluded by 

th•ee theories is that do the poor actually reproduce mo~e?. 

Before answering this question, one has to consider who indeed 

are the poor? and which are the groups of people who constitute 

'the poor'. As per economic statistics one relies completely on 

per capita income and percapita expenditure which are actually 

measures of mean. These measures actually conceal more 
c 

information than they reveal. Per c•pita income and per capita 

expenditure of families may vary fro~ year to year as a result of 

birth, death, miaration, marriaae ~nd partition in a family. 

Hence, usina per capita expenditur~ or per capita income as a 

measure of economic status and relatina it with fertility will 

prove erroneous (Krishnaji, 1983). Thus it is necessary to ao in 

to details like land holding, family income and wealth to 

estimate the economic status of a family. 

Hamdan! includes among the poor, the working peasantry 

34 
and the unemployed or the "appropriated masses" 

i 
Nadkarnl, 

Cain and Naa analysina only peasant communities on the other 

hand, include the entire peasantry irrespective of land holdina 

and conclude that a need for labour power induces hiahe~ 

fertility. This difference in gr~ups of people they take into 

consideration is vital point to be noted. The studies which 

34. Hamdani ~cit f.n. 12 P. 1145 



araue contrary to that o( Hamdan! etc. also take into 

consideration the entire peasantry and aim to show differences in 

motives like labour, insurance and security in different sections 

of peasantry like landless labourers, small farmers, larae and 

capitalist farmers. In other words all the peasant communities 

are assume~ to be homo£enou~ in nature and it is attempted to 

demonstrate a unilinear relation between economic status and 

fertility level. These stud~es (Krishanji 1980, 1983: Hussain 

1970: Jain 1939: Driver 1963:. Dfurfeldt and Lindber~ 1980) arrive 

at the conclusion that fe~tility is found to be narrowly or 

positively associated with economic status. However, it is 

equally erroneous to conclude that there is always a positive co-

relation between economic status and fertility. 

Ue are, in line with Hawthorn and Macfarlane, in saying 

that it is impossible to make a generalised unillnear relation 

between economic status and fertility. Studies which provide 

empirical support to relate economic status and fertility 

(showina positive or ne~ative correlation) are micro-level 

studies. One cannot expect that implications derived from one 

study can be proved right for other also. These studies ~roup 

toaether different groups of people under the rubric 'the poor'. 

Further even among one particular section of people, say the 

landless labourers or small peasants of different region, it is 

possible that there will b~ differential motive for having less 

or more children according to the need £or labour which in turn 
I 
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would depend on size of land holdings, type of land -wet or dry-

kind of economic relation between different groups, non-

agricultural employment opportunities etc. This explains how 

Hamdan! and Das Gupta studying similar village of the same region 

35 
come to conflicting conclusions 

UEALTH PLOYS THEORY 

In an attempt to restale demoaraphic transition theory, 

Caldwell points out majo_r lac1,1nae in demographic transition 

theory, which he feels, has to be addressed in order to improve 

the applicability of the theory. 

Firstly, there is a problem in demographic transition 

theory's understanding of rationality as it asserts that 

rationality comes only with industrial urban society and regards 

traditional agrarian societies as essentilaly brutish and 

superstitious. The theory relates hiah fertility with 

irrationality. 

35. Das Gupta points out two major differences between Hanupur 
and Rampur though she s~ys that both the villages are 
similar. Firstly, in Rampur average size of holding was 
lower as 83.7 percent of holdings are below 10 acres as 
compared to Manupur 89.3 p$rcent of holdings were below 16 
acres. Secondly, the use of tractors is more prevalent in 
Rampur. Even small farmer~ hire tractors unlike in Manupur 
where only a few wealthy farmers usc it. 
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It is assumed by the theory that it is always rational 

fo~ a man to maximize the expenditure on the individuals in his 

or hea:- family. But one can cite any numbea:- o£ societies fa:-om 

antha:-opologlcal lltea:-ature in which greater pleasure is expressed 

in spending on some relations outside the nuclear family. 

Demoaraphic 

"industrialization" 

transition theory maintains 

or more broadly "modernization" 
I 

that 

is a 

prerequisite for demoaraphic transit'ion. It never allowed the 

possibility that the new way o£ life and consequent new fertility 

behaviour mlQht be generated in the urban industrial settina and 

be exported to non-urban or non-industrial area. The theory also 

lalla to indentlly whether it was "modernization" or a specific 

36 
£o~m of "soeial westernization" that was exported and that led 

to behavlou~al chanae and fertility decline. 

Caldwell points out that part of failure to advance the 

'theory' is undoubtedly to be blamed on inadequate research. The 

fundamental problem, he opines, is no~ inadequate methodoloay but 

the poor application of methods in cultures other than those for 

which the theory was developed. This problem, in other words, is 

basically the problem of ethnocentrism, which in fact pre 

determines the ranae of findinas and the appropriate answers in 

any related research. 

36. See Caldwell (1977) P. 10 
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"The fundamental issue in demqg~aphic t~ansition" fo~ 

Caldwell is the "di~ection and magnititude of inte~- gene~ational 

wealth flows, of the net balance of the two flows one f~om 

37 
pa~ent to child~en and othe~ f~om child~en to pa~ents" 

"Uealth flows" includes "all the money, aoods, services 

38 
and aua~antees that one pe~son p~ovides to anothe~" Caldwell 

analyses the direction and maanititude of wealth flows in 

"primitive", "t~aditional" and "t~ansitional" societies. By 

p~imitive society he basically means a ~ociety which is organized 

in the fo~m of a t~ibe, o~ a clan, d~ a family, with nea~ly 

eve~yone continuing to be living among the people of thei~ 

o~iain, with minimal secu~ity f~om outside the s~oup. In a 

"t~aditional" society the~e is an increased ~ole of the state or 

chu~ch and influx of moneta~y transac~ions, but it continues to 

be a p~e-mode~n and a non-u~ban society. 

A "transitional" society r~fers to society under£oin£ 

~apid chanae in the way of life, especially chan£e in the role of 

the child~en and in the possibilities available to pa~ents fo~ 

limiting the numbe~ of child~en. Most of the a~eas of the 

contempo~ary third world countries belona to this cateaory. 

37. Ibid P. 81 

38. Ibid, 1982, P. 333 
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In primitive and in almost all the traditional 

societies, net wealth flow is from children to parents. Here the 

only economically rational response that holds good is an 

indefinitely larae number of children. 

There is a point of "great divide" after which there is 

a change in the direction of the wealth flow and the net wealth-

flow is from parents to children. This change in direction of 

wealthflow leads to a change ,in the economically rational 

response also. Now the economic rationality that would hold aood 

is stated to be childlessness. 

Thus "there is not a whole range of economically 

rational levels of fertility in different societies, but instead 

only two altuatlona, the !lrat, where the economically rational 

response is an indefinitely larg~ number of children and the 

second where it is to be childless ... however (the) maximum and 

minimum family size in these ~ocieties are determined by 

I 

personal, social and physiological reasons" 

reasons alone. 

39 
and not by economic 

The "great divide" which marks the change in the 

direction of the wealthflow, is nqt mechanically determined by 

economic conditions. It is a social phenomenon, which occurs 

39. Ibid P. 116 
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~hen the nuclear family is economically isolated from the 

extended family. This economic nucleation occurs only after 

emotional nucleation of the family has taken place. 

Cald~ell situates most of his ~ork in Africa, Australia 

and in rural South India in attempting to determine the major 

forces of change that causes that the emotional nucleation of 

family. 

The crux of his argument is that "for reasons that lie 

deep in its history, the family ~as increasingly economically 

40 
nucleated in Uestern Europe centurie·s ago " A "direct effect 

ol thls is that Europe's population gro~th rate ~as lo~er than it 

'41 
~ould other~ise have been " The ~est ~as able to export 

~estern social structure ~hlch Includes "the nuclear family as 

the basic unit of society" and a "range of values associated 

42 
~ith it" to other parts of the ~orld. This ~as possible 

43 
merely because of the "over ~h~lming economic strength" the 

' west derived consequent to the industrial revolution. 

40. Ibid P. 153 

41. Ibid 

42. Ibid 

43. Ibid 
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The most important social exports have been the concept 

of the premdoinance of nuclear family with its stron~ conju~al 

tie and the expenditure of one's income on one's children than on 

another relative outside the nuclear family. Other related 

'exports have been the ~reater importance of sexual relations 

between monoaamous spouses, the increase in the a~e at marriaae, 

the practice of contraception or abortion before or after 

marriaae and converaence of decisi~n makina power from a laraer 

kln aroup to the nuclear family. 

The major vehicles by which these social exports are 

carried out are education and the mass media and to some extent 

also the family plannina pro~ramme and health services. Caldwell 

lays great stress on the extension of 'modern' education. The 

educational system in much of the third world countries are 

essentially a reflection of the modern west, both in their ori~in 

and messaaes. It directly makes the students imbibe the western' 

social values reaardina family, marria~e. etc .. Education acts 

indirectly by way of increasina the cost of raisin~ children in 

terms of direct educational cost, clothing, food and health as 

required by school going children. 

Sendin~ children to schooi increases their dependency 

on parents which once a~ain, adds to the cost of children. But 

despite these increase in the cost of children brou~ht in by 

school in~. the availabilty of non-a~ricultural employment and 
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diminishing employment in agriculture encourages parents to send 

their children to schools (1980). 

Another marked change brouaht up by schooling is to 
\ 
1ncrease the female aae at marriage. This,Caldwell feels is an 

important determinant of fertility. "A deferment of marriage 

from under nineteen to over twenty three years of age, may reduce 

the size of the completed family QY as much as a 

Availabilty of extended training and the pursuit 

44 
third" 

of higher 

salaries, facilitated by full time s~hooling, to a greater extent 

delays the female age at marriage. ,Caldwell finds that among the 

new urban elites of the Ghana highe~ education is associated with 

"lower occurance of unstable marriage and polygyny", "more 

45 
frequent" and "more efficient" use of contraceptives and easier 

acceptance of innovations, 

Caldwell also emphasises the role of mass media 

including newspapers, cinema etc ... (1976, 1982) in brinaing in 

western social values. To expl~in the high and the stable 

fertility in most of the developlna countries which are "pre

transition" societies, Caldwell resorts to the concept of 

46 
"familial mode of production" 

44. Ibid 1968 P. 172 

45. Ibid P. 180 

46. Ibid 1982 P. 159 

"The conditions of stable high 
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fertility and of subsequent destablization, lie laraely in the 

47 
nature of economic relations ~ithin the family" The 

traditional, rural, peasant economy is a family based economy 

with a familial mode of production. This mode of production is 

characterised by relation of production bet~een kin. Here 

different family members enJoy different advantaaes accordlna to 

their position in the family structure. Hore "po~erful" or the 

decision making members al~ays have material advantage over 

others. There is al~ays inter-generational as ~ell as non-

intergenerational ~ealth flo~ ~i~hin a family from younger to 
; 

adults or from females to males. Thus "family economic 

relationships are exploitative and there is potential for 

48 
conflJct and chanae" Cald~ell also feels that "the all 

important internal economics of familial production has been 

almost entirely ianored, ~hile ar•at emphasis has been placed on 

the marketable surplus and on non-familial economic 

49 
relationships" merely because they are "closer to those of 

50 
capitalist society" 

The ~ay Cald~ell deals .~ith the concept of "familial 

mode o£ production" can serve as a valid point to start a 

critical discussion on his entire theory of "~ealth 

47. Ibid P. 157 

48. Ibid P. 159 

49. Ibid P. 165 

50. Ibid 
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flo'Js". Entering in to the idea of "modes of production" 

Cald'Jell straddles uncomfortably, anthropology on the one hand 

and marxism on the other. Perusina demography Caldwell keeps 

traek of neither his anthropological heritaae nor the neo

classical economics that has modulated him. On the one hand he 

points out how earlier proponents of demoaraphic tranistion 

theory have dealt 'Jith family in non-'Jestern societies 'Jith 

enthrocentrism and that the idea of profit maximization 'Jill not 

be applicable in these societies. On the other hand he says, 

'Jithln a family in a pre-industrial society the "decision-makers" 

struaale to maintain their position· of material advantage by 

maintaining high fertility. 

Economic relations within .a family among its members 

are based on reciprocity rather than ·on profit maximization. For· 

Caldwell "wealth" includes "all the 'money, aoods, services and 

51 
guarantees that one person provides:to another" One problem 

is 'Jith the quantification of all these forms of wealth so as to 

conclude that familial economic relation is exploitative in 

nature. 

Selecting and emphasizina intrafamilial production 

relation, ianorina other non-familial economic relations closer 

to those of capitalist society, is clearly an epistemological 

51. Ibid P. 333 
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sleight of hand. One is reminded of the illustration of 'a man 

crossina the road', given by E.H. Carr in dealing with "causality 

52 
in history" Caldwell's analysi~, is based entirely on 

individual families, as if they exis~ without any relation with 

each other. The interaction taking place among the family 

members and all individual families are equally placed in a 

society. Caldwell clearly subscribes to 'methodological 

individualism' (Bharadwaj 1980) of n&o-classical economics. Here 

all the families in a society are: assumed to be uniform in 

nature. and the society is consider:ed as an array of slots into 

which these unifrom 'units' are distributed all over uniformly. 

Uniformity of the 'units' and the homogeneity with which they are 

distributed gives no place for any kind of stratification in the 

society. The concepts like class and class conflict are 

complotely left unexamined. 

A family is a social entity. It cannot exist in 

isolation, without interacting with one another. In the course 

of its existence, it inevitably enters into a definite relations 

with another leading to unequal ~xchanges and distribution of 

wealth and power. 

52. See E.H. Carr (1961) P. 104-S 
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The crux of Caldwell's araument balances on the idea 

that preponderant existence of nuclear family in a society is 

always related to low fertility. There are two problems in this 

araument. Firstly ethnoaraphic and historic evidence does not 
• I 

permit this kind of aeneralisation~ There are studies for 
I 

example which have concluded that fertility in households with 

'nuclear structure' is often hiaher than that in 'joint' 

households. (Hyrdal 1968: Freedman 1~61) Some have not found any 

simple ~orrelation between form of household and fertility 

(Kaplan 1976). Lorimer specifically·araues that "cohesive aroups 

such as extended families do not necessarily stimulate hiah 

53 
fertility" but they only "tend to enforce social norms" 

Secondly, even if one can ascertain the association between the 

two viz. nuclear family and low fertility, it does not 

necessarily mean that the former caused the latter. Either, both 

these aspects may be dependent on some other more fundamental 

aspects or the latter may be the cause and the former the 

consequence. 

Another crucial point in Caldwell's analysis (1982) is 

that he selects a few aspects of modernization like education 

(sohoolina). 'mass media', 'moder.n' health services etc. and not 

many other which are perhaps more important. 

53. Quoted in NaQ (1973) P. 62 
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All the aspect of moderniz~tion he has listed are 

aspects vhich are directly moulded by economic development. 

These aspects are only visible indicators of economic development 

or underdevelopment. It is more appropriate to argue that 

economic development directly effects .the level of fertility 

rather than by these aspects alone. It actually becomes 

tautological to fix causal links betveen these aspects and 

fertility. 

It is encoura~in~ that all these rationality theories 

agree that reproductive behaviour amon~ peasant communities and 

workers is rational and moulded by their economic motives and not 

due to superstition or fatalism as is frequently adduced. 

Hovever, it appears too unrealistic to imagine that all families 

take in to consideration the pros and cons of an additional child 

before giving birth to one. This view of 'rational' man oves 

lar~ely to the contestable vision of neo-classical economics of 

man and society. 

Questionin~ this assumption is not to question the idea 

of rationality or maximization. But, it is only to su~£est that 

they are not homo£eneous and universal. 

The idea of homogeneity is extended by these theories 

even to their units of study. For inst~nce Caldwell dealina with 

the concept of familial mode of production assumes all families 
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to be uniform in nature and as units within homogenous community. 

Similarly these theories assume that peasant communities are 

homoaenous in nature and what holds good for one community is 

assumed to hold good for other also. These lacunae in these 

theories can be traced to their ·rootings in a neo-classical 

micro-economics o£ individual consumption and household 

production. 
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CHAPTER III 

CONTRIBUTION OF THE CRITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY TOUARDS 

FAMILY FORMATION AND FERTILITY CHANGE 

Critical Anthropolo£ical 'tradition as a perspective 

overlaps to a areat extent ~ith historical materialism. It dra~s 

a areat deal of its methodoloaical aspects from the discipline of 

political economy. 

Methodoloaically, the critical tradition strives for 
' 

historicity, holism, interrelatednes~ and specificity in dealina 

with demographic and other related process. On pursuing in this 

venture, the tradtion cut-acrosses traditional boundaries of 

social sciences in aeneral and anthr~poloay in particular. 
I 

The demo£raphic structure and processes of a society 

1 
are seen as "embedded" ~ithfn the "siructures and process" of 

economic and social political institutions. The idea that any 
' 

special mode of production has 'its o~n unique 'la~s of 

population' is given importance but i's taken ~ith enough caution. 

It is only considered to mean that special conditions under ~hich 

human life is produced and reproduced are grounded in the 

material base and the social relati'onship of production. It 

establishes the fact,there cannot be eternal and universal 'la~s 

of population' implies "characterist,ic interplay of forces and 

2 
relationship of fertility and mortality". 

1. GreenhalQh 1990, P. 87 

2. Seccombe 1986, P. 32 
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Demo£raphic structure 1s an inte£ral component of a 

social formation, functionin£ wi~hin the system. It maintains 

complex and dialectical relation with other components like 

kinship, economy, politics etc .. The forces shapin£ demo£raphic 

structure of a society emanate from regional, national and alobal 
I 

levels. The corollary of this is that, a dominant power of 

production reproduces itself through subsumption of other modes 

of production, wherein the demographic structures of the latter 
' 

are to a areat extend shaped by the former. This araument is 

formations, peasant communities and other traditional social 

formations in developin£ areas of' the world. 

Interrelatedness of the demo£raphic aspect to other 

aspects of a social formation an~ to broader global forces hints 

that, causality is fixed, not un{linearly and to a sin£le factor, 

but to a complexly interrelated web of causes. The configuration 

of this web of causes is specif~c to any social aroup. Often, 

one particular attribute of these multiple causes say kinship, 

reliaion, politics, dominates in shapina this confiauration. 

However, economy determines which particular institution would 

£unction as the dominant one (Godelier, 1984 Heillassoux, 1978.) 

A major limitation faced by critical tradition in 

adopting the writings in trad~tional political economy is the 
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inadequate treatment of the concept ~f 'reproduction'. narx ~hen 

he speaks of reproduction restricts it merely to the process of 

successive repetition of the production cycle. i.e. the process 

of extended reproduction (Harris and Young 1981; Hies, 1980; 

Bennholdt-Thomsen, 1982). 

The concept of 'social reproduction' is of central 

importance to critical tradition in dealina ~ith demoaraphic 

process. Social reproduction is "the overall reproduction of a 

3 
particular social formation." It subsumes subsistence 

reproduction. Ho~ever social reproduction is a much ~ider 

process and of a different level of abstraction. It also 

includes the components of "allocation" of individuals "to 

particular class positions standina in particular relation to the 

means of production" and the component of "reproduction of 
: 
' adequately socialised labour" ~hich involves the component of 

4 
"ideology". 

The process of family formation is seen as a component 

of the- process of reproduction of;labour, ~hich in turn is 

subsumed by social reproduction. It is araued that the process 

of family formation aets tuned ~ith the process of labour 

'allocation' to 

3. Harris and Youna 1981, P. 103 

4. Ibid P. 24 
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different aroups as ~ell as the role of subsistence production 

vis-a-vis extended production in shaping social reproduction. Or 

in other ~ords, the forces that.operate to perpetuate a social 

formation also shapes the course of family formation. The rule 

of the game like allocation of labour in to different strata on 

the basis of class, caste, rank or gender and ideology are 

defined by the dominant strat~. The perpetuation of social 

formation is ensured ~hroua~ socio-cultural and 

instituion l~ke marriaae, kin~hip, la~. education, 

technology (like medicine) lanauaae etc. 

political 

reliaion, 

Our further discus~ion in this chapter ~ill be 

directed, basically to~ards t~o, aspects. Firstly ho~ the domain 

of biological reproduction is r~aulated and put into use for the 

perpetuation of social forma~ion. This ~ould call for a 

discussion on ho~ the existing ~atriarchal or~er ~as installed by 

gaining control over female sexuality. Secondly ho~ the process 

of subsistence production got subordinated to extended 

production. This ~ould highlight ho~ demographic process gets 

shaped by broader socio-econom1c processes. 

The critical tradition in anthropoloay, ar~ues that the 

control of ~omen by men is on~ of the most important aspects in 

perpetuatina the social rel~tions of production and hence the 

social formation. This is true of any society whatever be the 
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kind of stratification. (Harris and Youn£, 19a1: Stolcke, 197a: 

Heilalassoux, 1972;). Control of women's sexuality by men has a 

very immediate relation with the reproduction of labour in a 

society. Control of women's reproductive power was a necessity at 

a historical juncture of human evol~tion. It became "necessary 

5 
o~ atleast inevitable for the further development of society." 

Enales "who sees the development of private property as producina 

the 'wo~ld historical defeat of women' and Heillassoux, for whom 

a combination of environmental and demographic constraints and 

the technological basis of production explain the inevitabllty of 

6 
women's subordination" seem to subscribe to this view. 

Heillassoux analyses "Social reproduction .. 'in terms of the 

reproduction of labour" and this in .turn he identifies "with. 

7 
cont~ol over human reproduction : ~omen» He further sees that 

"control over women's reproducti~e power being the same as 

control over differential allocation of labour" and opines that 

"cont~ol over women by certain categories of men is a necessary 

a 
I 

condition for the reproduction of social formation" . 

5 • Ibid p. 110 

6 . Ibid 

7 . Ibid p • 120 

a . Ibid 
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In the earlier periods of human history when the 

concept of fatherhood was not known, human relations and 

groupings were centered around women and motherhood. It is 

probable that the earliest social bond was the mother child bond. 

Earlier evolutionists' view of matriarchy preceding patriarchy 

lends support to this view point. The critical tradition 

although it does not accept the unilinear evolutionary scheme 

like that of Morgan, accepts the precedence of matriarchy over 

9 
patriarchy. 

Evidence in favour of this araument can be drawn from 

prehistoric cave paintinas and other archaeological artefacts, 

mythology, folk traditions and from ethnographic data. 

Malinowski in his "sex and repression in savage 

10 
society" writing about matrilineal p~ople of Trobriand Island 

says that among them" ... husband is not regarded as the father 

9. Intact the tradition appears to adopt the implicit 
evolutionism of of traditional anihropolosy~ Maurice Bloch 
writing about Enales' "The oriain" .... · says that Enales 
endoreses the idea of Bachofen that matriarchy preceded 
patriarchy. But he goes on to say that "the worst thing 
that has happened to Marxism is that of incorporation of 
Margon's five stages of evolution~. Godelier and Terry view 
that Marxist Anthropology can b~gin only when this 'five 
staaes' are abandoned. 

10. Malinowsky 1927, Title of his book, 
'savage' was not uncommon among 
anthropological scholars. 

use of 
earlier 

words like 
accidental 
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of the child .. ; physiolo~ically he ha~ nothin~ to do with their 

birth .. , children in native beliefs, are inserted in to mother's 

womb as tiny spirits, aenerally by the agency of the spirit of a 

11 
deceased kinswoman of mother" and " .... fatherhood .. is a purely 

12 
social relation". 

Graves (1955) notes from the earlier Greek myths that 

it was the Great Goddess who was regarded as immortal, omnipotent 

and was given central importance. Religious thought was centered 

around the Goddess, representing motherhood, Durin~ this period 

fatherhood was not known and motherhood was a mystery. Uhile men 

feared and adored .the matriarch, the matriarch took them as 

lovers for pleasure but not to vest them with fatherhood. 

In fact the tribal Nymph-nubile queen-chooses an 

annual lover-a 'king'- to be sacrificed and his blood spilled in 

the field to enrich the fertility of soil and flock. Men were 

however assigned works of "weake~ sex" like hunting, fishing, 

aatherina, herding and safe guarding the territory from 

intruders. These activities were done under the supervision of 

women and subject to the rules laid by the matriarch. 

11. Ibid P. 9 

12. Ibid P. 12, From their myths; the author observes that, the 
first ancestral groups appea~ed always consists of a women, 
sometimes accompanied by her brother or totemic animal but 
never by a husband. Myths also lay emphasis on "spontaneous 
procreative power of the ancestral mother" (P. 109) 
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One can draw lot of parallels from this situation to 

that of Nayars of south India durina pre-British period. Amon a 

the Nayars, descent is reckoned throuah the female line. Yo una 

females before their puberty are 'm~rried' to a ritual husband'. 

' But after the 'marriage' no sianificant importance is attached to 

the 'ritual husband' The 'husband' does not enjoy any riaht from 

the airl and is also "excluded from any leaal riahts in respect 

13 
to the women's children". The women, without any impediments 

from this marriage, bears "children· to lovers of no particular 

14 
rank" All these lovers are addressed by her children by 

15 
terms meanina "lord or leader". The notion of fatherhood is 

misslna in a strict bioloaical sens~. Bioloaical paternity is 

not given importance instead 'social paternity' is attributed to 

a man who comes forward to take caT.e of the expenditure incurred 

during the preanancy and child birth~ Further, Nayar men were 

16' 
"trained as professional soldiers" ·and assianed with the duty 

of safeauardina the territory (teach •1955: Graves, 1955: Gouah. 

' 1959;) However in course of time the powers vested in the hands 

of female members were taken over by their consanguinal male 

kinsmen. 

13. Leach, 1955, P. 75 

14. Graves 1955, P. 15 

15. Leach~ Cit. 

16. Gough 1959 P. 25 
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In the case of ancient G~eece, as inte~p~eted f~om 

myths, the 'kin2' who was choosen by the queen as a love~ and fo~ 

subsequent sac~ifice aradually lenathened his pe~iod of 

to the whole summa~ and to whole one yea~ and subsequently 

deciding to give only an annual mock death, du~ing which a 

"surrogate boy-king" was sac~ificed and his blood spilled to 

enrich the field and flock. From then onwa~ds the position of 

queen gradually got weakened and the kina established himself 

permanently. This coincided with acknowledging the ~elevance of 

coition to child-bearing and the importance of fatherhood. From 

this period the status of men a~adually inc~eased and that of 

women came down. This chanae of dominance f~om female to males is 

brauaht out .in the myths by a~eat~~ ~eference to male Gods than 

Goddess. Hale Gods who were earli~~ depicted as mere demi Gods, 

powerless and inferior, when compared to female Goddess were now 

aiven prominance and were depicted as immortal and more powerful 

and superior than the erstwhile powerful female Goddess. For 

instance Zeus, a demi God in earlier myths, became an immortal 

olympian deity in the myths of the l~te~ pe~iod. 

This weakening of matriarchy is attributed to Hellenic, 

Achaean and Do~ian invasion from early second millennium B.C. 

Hellenic invaders were "small a~med bands of herds 

17 
wo~shippin~ A~yan t~inity Gods Ind~a. Mit~a and Va~una" 

17. G~aves ~Cit. P. ~ 

men 
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Achaean invasion caused serious ~eakenin~ of matrilineal tradtion 

and ~ith the Dorian's arrival "patrilineal succession became the 

18 
rule." 

In the Indian contxst earliest written records do not 

lend any evidence in support of matriarchy.preceding patriarchy. 

This is because these ~ritten evidences begins to appear only 

~ith the advent of vedic period ~hich coincides ~ith the Aryan 

invasion. Along with these invaders patriarchal order began to 

set in. Vedic and post vedic brahminical scriptures serves only 

as patriarchal ideology and does not throw any liaht on 

matriarchal order that prevailed earlier. 

Ho~ever pre-historic paintinas from Kathotia, Bhimbtka 

material evidance from and Khar~ai (Chakarvarthy, 1993) and 

Ha.rappa indicate the important, if not superior, position 

enjoyed by women. These paintings show women taking part in 

huntina even big games equally ~ith men., The paintings also 

sua~est that in the "hunting gathering stage there ~as no rigid 

sexual division of labour" and " the role ~f ~om~n in the economy 

19 
~as .. equal if not more than that of men" This point can also 

be substantiated ~ith examples from the, contemporary hunting 

18. Ibid. P. 19 

19. Chakaravarthi 1993, F. 580 
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aatherina societies and in societies that practise shiftina 

cultivation (Boserup, 1970; Goody, 1976). 

One can also dra~ support from other areat traditions 

like the Dravidian tradition in ~hich areater importance is aiven 

to female Goddess ~hen compared to importance given by the 

'great' tradition of Brahminism. Further folk female characters 

are projected as very po~erful stronaly built, dark and ferocious 

looking ~ith multiple sets of limbs and heads unlike timid and 

soft built, mythical females of 'great' tradition ~ho stand for 

Stridharma, or Pativrata dharma. 

From vedic period on~ards subordination of ~omen 

assumed a severe form. Thi~ ~as done usina reliaion as an 

instrument. Both reproductive and productive po~ers of ~omen ~ere 

controlled by men and put into use for the continuation of the 

social order. 

(Chakravarthy, 

This period is related to the Aryan invasion 

1993), Chakravarthy cites evidence 

Riaveda to show that women of both Aryan and 

from the 

indiaenous 

populations were controlled by Aryan men, the latter as chattels. 

Aryan women were confined within the household thus getting 

removed from economic activities. 

status of both groups of women. 

This lead to detoriation of 
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Subsequent brahminical and Buddist scriptures described 

women as wicked, treacharous, unfaithful "innately promiscuous" 

20 
embodiment of lust etc .. "According to Manu" the ancient law 

aiver of Hinduisam "their essential nature will drive women into 

21 
seeking satisfaction anywhere, anytime and with anyone " 

Thus it was felt necessary, so as to maintain the puri'y of a 

family lineaae or caste and the control over private property, 

that women has to be auarded very carefully. This was 

essential as position of the family in caste hierarchy was not 

fixed by mere membership into it but.also by the purity of the 

' 
family upholded by its members. Control of women was established 

throuah Hindu law and custom which advocated that women have to 

be controlled day and niaht by the male of a family. Authority 

of the males was backed by right to .use coercion and physical 

punishment. However, these controls were rendered redundant by 

the ideoloay which was floated. The rhetoric of Pativratadharma 

idealised "chastity and wifely fideli~y as the hiahest duty of 

22 
women". It was the only means throuah which a women. could 

attain salvation (Rudra, 12981; Sen Gupta, 1991; Chakravarthy, 

1993). 

20. llis! P. 581 

21. Ibid P. 582 

22. Ibid P. 583 
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Religious ideology, however is not the only mechanism 

to control female sexuality and their production capacity. In an 

industrial society, ambience of patriarchal ideoloay is 

maintained through institutions like law, education, the field of 

medicine etc. 

For example in En£land, from the late 18th Century, 

"Science was 

social and 

23 
reinforced". 

becomin£ the metaphor within 

sexual division of labour 

which 

was 

the exlstlna 

justified and 

This period saw a major transformation in the pattern 

of women's labour as they aot more involved'in waae labour. In 

this period of changing circumstances, it was necessary to 

reinforce and rationalise the subordination of women. As the 

earlier moral holds of patriarchal authority'of father and priest 

aot weakened, "the task of definina the position of women 

increasinalY fell to the proponents of the new science and to 

24 
doctors and bioloaists in particular." 

This reinforcement was achieved basically by 

relnforcina the traditional sexual morality by "alorification of 

motherhood" and by spreading a belief in "female sexual 

23. Sea Doyal ~ Cit. P. 148 

24. Ibid. P. 151 
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25 
anesthaesia" The notion of sexual anesthaesia of females was 

spread not by avoiding discussion on sex but by bringing it into 

the idiom of 'knowledge' and 'science'. Sex as a part of 

'knowledge' pervaded all disciplines of science from 

jurisprudence to medicine, from a psychiatric council to a public 

discussion. Beina a part of 'knowledge' it also became a tool 

for social control. (Greer, 1984, Doyal, 1979). Jurisprudence 

and medicine (and psychiatry) collaborated to contribute to a 

vocabulary of sexual 'deviants'. These disciplines decided what 

is 'normal' and 'deviant' in sex, and as Sheridan (1980) writes 

from Foucault, in this period of ~Victorian bouraeoise' .. 

"Sexuality was carefully locked away .. " within the domain of 

26 
"conjugal family". 

Medical ideology portrayed that "the status and the 

capacities of women were entirely predetermined by the nature of 

their reproductive organs ... "and "a wo~en's whole mental and 

physical existence was assumed to be · at the mercy of her 

27 
reproductive system". This process ,of "hysterlzatlon' of 

female body "where by the women's body 1s seen as an organism 

25. Ibid P. 154 

2 6 . See Sheridan ( 1 9 8 0 ) P . 1 6 6 

27. Doyal~ Cit. P. 151-2 
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saturated with sexuality, inte~rated into the field of medical 

practice and linked to the social body throu~h re~ulation of 

birth and women's role in the family as biolo~ical and moral 

28 
guardian of her children" became inevitable. 

The dominant medical ideology played a crucial role of 

bringing child-birth and related aspects into its fold and making 

it a 'super-specilized' aspect of modern medicine theory 

competently projectin~ female body· as vulnerable. The picture of 

a aroup of hi~hly specialised medical persons workin~ on a 

female's body in helpina her in aivin~ birth sounds funny if not 

ridiculous when the same is done without any other's help except 

one or two kin of ~he women ~ivin~-birth amon~ non-western 

29 
societies of the world. 

This above discussion is significant in the sense that 

these aspects of controlling female's sexuality, 

'medicalization' of the process of child-birth, glorification of 

motherhood leads to direct control of production capacities of 

females and hence taking control of subsistence production. 

28. Sheridan~ Cit P. 187 

29. Shostak (1981) for instance writes that among the Kun~ 

"Soliltary child birth is the stated cultural ideal" 
and' child birth is faced without any medical facilities, 
or birth specialists" P. 119 
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In a ranked society control over women is established 

throuah rules of kinship and marriage. Marriage which is one of 

the important mechanism of controlling access to means of 

production and to labour is a key factor in control of women's 

capacity for bioloaical reproduction and their labour. Stolke 

says that "marriage by which women's sexuality is controlled is 

the key mechanism social differentiation is 

30 
reproduced". 

In a self sustainina society direct control over the 

producer is the only way in which the product of labour is 

controlled: Ue saw this earlier in the transformation of 

indiaenous women by the victorious Aryan invaders. Here "it is 

loaical .. to control also .. the producer of the producer, i.e. 

31 
the procreative women". Mei~lassoux (1978) brings out how in a 

self-sustaining society contr~l of "juniors" is established by 
I 

the "seniors" by controlling ~ccess to nubile women. Though 

control over "juniors" could also be attained by having control 

over "vital knowledae" and "fobd stuffs", juniors in the course 
I 

of time can acquire the vital:knowled~e and hence food stuff. 
I 

Further, "fulfillment of these ~onditions" will only provide the 

30. Copans and Seddon (1978) 

31. Meillassoux 1978, P. 139 
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juniors "with a solitary independence" ... and not "a position of 

3,2 
authority" within their group Such a position can only be 

acquired if an young man can "t~ke a wife and establish paternal 

33 
relation with her children". Access to nubile women is 

controlled chiefly through the mechanism of marriage. 

Institution of marriage is shrouded with rituals which include 

exchange of ceremonial goods. nost often this forms a part of 

bridewealth paid to the bride''& family. Bridewealth is often 

composite in nature, "which te~tifies to the status of the person 

34 
able to collect it". The "~mount" and nature of "bridewealth 

does not reflect the greater or lesser worth attributed to the 

women's personal qualities" but it sets "the bridewealth at a 

35 
level inaccessible to the juniors". 

Seniors who receive different kinds of commodities 

produced by the community as presentation do not redistribute 

some of them. These "prestl~e" goods are circulated only amona 

the elders to "sanction access to wives" These aoods" become the 

36 
attribute of social age" and testifies the status of elders. 

32. ·ills! P. 139 

33. Ibid 

34. Ibid p. 145 

35. Ibid 

36. Ibid p. 141. 
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Thus a system is created, "which will allow marriage at 
I 

the junior level only through an agreement at the level of the 
i 

37 
senior members of the communities concerned" 

Uhatever may be the basis of patriarchal ideology 

floated, it lays stress on regulating female sexuality. This 

~eBUlatlon on sexuality o£ !emale could be seen as a kind of 

control on fertility (Greer 1984). However, this need not be 

always true. Greer (1984) opines that restriction on sex is a 

way of achievina birth control. She quotes examples from 

Catholic, Buddhist and Hindu traditions wherein chastity gets 

idealised and acts as a form of birth control. But at least from 

the Hindu tradition one can argu~ that importance given to 

chastity in no way is related to: birth control; control of 

sexuality is more a mechanism to control the 'ritual' quality of 

children than to control number of children born. Uhat is 

significant in this kind of regulation is that it ensures the 

barriers between different castes in tact and maintains the 

traditional economic and political inter-caste relations. This 

in turn reaulates accessibility to land, other forms of wealth 

and succession to office. This also helps to maintain an 

accessibility to the labour of other castes. 

37. Ibid P. 140 
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Industrialisation and capita~ist expansion has lead to 

an increase in women's role in wage labour. However, despite 

this ehanae, women continue to be· larQely responsible for 

domestic labour also. Actualy, "for the vast majority of women, 

workina outside the home means a double shift of waae labour and 

38 
house work ... " Boserup (197a) and Goody (1976) find a strona 

relation between status of women and the mode of subsistence in a 

society. In a population where farming ls_done with a hoe, i.e. 

shlftlna cultivation, women do most ~f the farm work. In an 

extensive plouQh cultivation, on the other hand, men do most of 

the farm work. Boserup attributes a hiah instance of polyayny 

and bride wealth ln place of dowry in the former societies, In 

the latter, there is the instltuti9n of dowry and lesser 

prevalence of polygyny. Thus Boserup holds that there is an 

indisputable relation between sexual division of labour and the 

position of women in pre-literate societies. Goody subscribing 

to this view, goes further to say t~at in population doina 
' I 
I 

shiftinQ cultivation occurrence of concubinage is rare when 

39 
compared to its occurrence in extensive farmina population. 

38. Doyal 1979 P 216. 

39. Goody makes another sianificant observation. He notes that 
"Pastoral societies are almost exclusively patrilineal" P.4. 
The Hellnic invades described in t~e "Greek Myth" and the 
Aryan invaders of vedic period were also pastoral groups 
with patrilinial features. 
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Among the contemporary hunte~s-gatherers although there 

is a perceptible sexual division of labour they "have a high 

level of equality between the sexes- higher at least than that of 

40 
most aarlcultural or herding societies" Shostok (1981) based 

on narration of an old I kung women, brings out that among the 

lkuna, men and women live together in a non-exploitative manner, 

I 
displaying a striking degree of equality between the sexes. 

The sexual division of labour that exist does not 

ramify into practices that threat the social and economic 

equality between the sexes. In fact the sexual division of 

labour "is not rl~idly defined": further "a division betveen 

41 
domestic and public life ... is largely, meaningless .. " 

Right from the birth of children, their childhood to 

belna groomed to adulthood, they are not differentiated on the 

basis of their sex. !Kung do not have ~ny kind of preference of 

either male or female child. 

IKuna women play a role of great importance in the 

family and in the economy. They bring in equal or even more 

amount of food material than vhat the males brina in. tJhile the 

males contribute to the family economy bY bringin~ meat from the 

40. Shostak op.cit P. 238 

41. Ibid P. 246 
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animals they hunt, females brina in head loads of veaetable food 

from the wild about two or three days ~ week for which they have 

to walk 2 to 12 miles two or three times a week. 
I 

In this they 

ar-e fully "autonomous" and men do not 'r-egulate their schedule. 

"Fr-om star-t to finish her- labour- and its product remains under-

42 
her- own control" Females are responsible for the major par-t 

of household activities. They decide about child birth, child 

care, aettina their children married, etc .... Further inheritance 

of "core membership" in a band and "ownership of water holes" are 

thr-ough both men and women equally. 

This kind of evidence shows ~hat subordination of women 

by men and the r-elated sexual di~ision of labour was a 

historically shaped event. Further it shows that "the extr-emes 

of subordination of women by men found in many of today's mor-e 

socio-economically advanced cultures are relatively recent 

43 
aber-r-ations in our lona human calender .... " 

A sianificant point for our' further discussion is that 

thouah "subordination of women .. ·~ is not a creation of 

capitalism", it "intensifies and tr~nsforms existn~ forms of 

44 
aender subordination". Capitalism to expand itself, tries to 

42. Ibid P. 242 

43. Ibid P. 238 

44. Harris and Youns 1981, P. 118 
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maintain not only the subo~dination of women and the concomitant 

division of labou~ but also the kind of st~atification that has 

45 
been existing. It gets an un~estricted supply of cheap labour 

by ensuring this. By ~etaining women within the household, 

givlnQ them the role of 'house-wlfe' capitalism keeps itself away 

from the bu~den of producing and m,aintaining labou~. Fur the~ 

whatever wage labou~ it ext~acts f~om women is done at a cheape~ 

~ate than it does f~om men. 

"In all modes of production p~io~ to capitalism, 

46 
subsistence p~oduction is also social p~oduction" thus the 

process of subsistence ~ep~oduction and social ~eproduction 

coincides with each othe~. Subsistence p~oduction includes "wo~ks 

~elated to p~egnancy, child bi~th, nu~sing and education of the 

children, .... the wo~k requi~ed in the p~oduction and 

transformation of food, clothing, housing and the psychical work 

47 
of sexuality" It also includes " The subsistence production of 

48 
peasants in the so called Thi~d ·WO~ld .. " Subsistence 

45. For instance, in India, one can say that, whatever 
capitalist development has taken place, it has taken place 
without any se~ious change in the·social fab~ic that has 
been existing. No significant change has taken place in 
st~atification based on caste, Class st~atification if it 
has at all has taken place, has actually got supe~imposed 

ove~ caste hie~a~chy. See also Kosambi 1988. 

46. Benholdt - Thomsen 1982, P: 246 

47. Ibid P. 242 

48. Ibid 
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p~oduction involves p~oduction of use-values i.e. " qi~ect 

49 
app~op~iatin of wo~k fo~ consumption' " It is visible f~om the 

above aiven definition that subsistence p~oduction subsumes 

~ep~oduction of labou~ fo~ce. Unde~ capitalist mode of 

p~oduction these gets t~ansfo~med and ~edefined and they 

inc~easingly get. sepa~ated. T~e domain of subsistence 

~eproduction involvina use-value p~oduction is howeve~. made as 

the intea~al pa~t of the capitalist mode. Subsistence p~oduction 

takes place outside commodity p~oduction, but the use-value 

produced is app~op~iated by the capital. Use-value is t~ansformed 

into exchanae- value by means of pri:ces. This way the labour 

power produced and reproduced within the domain of subsistence 

production is introduced into the domain of extended 

reproduction. 

Material reproduction o·f labour force involves 

~eproduction of labour on both day to day basis and 

gene~ational basis. Rep~oductlon of labour is the most vital and 

inevitable condition for the reproduction of capital. Both 

reproduction of labour and reproduction of capital maintain a 

dialectical relation with each other. However, of all the 

commodities, labour force is the only commodity which cannot be 

produced captitalistically "on the basis of wa~e labour and 

49. Ibid . 244 
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ext~action of su~plus value". This explains why the p~ocess 

of ~ep~oduction of labou~ fo~ce is exte~nalized f~om the sphe~e 

of extended ~ep~oduction into subsistence ~eproduction. Thus 

"capital itself requi~es the existence of non-capitalist forms of 

production in orde~ to.ensu~e its own ~ep~oduction on an expanded 

51 
scale". 

Family and kinship are studied as the domain that takes 

ca~e of subsistence production and reproduction of labour fo~ce. 

Godelie~ in his work related to Australian Abo~iaines and 

Helllassoux on Uest Af~ican peasant social o~aanisation prior to 

colonization and the development of market economy, show kinship 

functions as an expression o£ relation of product~on. Both 

Godelle~ and Heillassoux d~aw heavily f~om Althusse~ in 

concludina that kinship operates as the dominant institution in a 

social fo~mation but its dominance is dete~mined, in the last 

instance, by the level of economy. Uithin the limitations of 

material conditions, kinship operates as· the dominant institution 

and takes on the functions of relations of production. Kinship 

reaulates marria~e. controls access to ,conditions of production 

and resources; it also functions as a symbolic code of expression 

of relations. 

50. Dlchinson and Russel 1986, P.7 

51. Harris and Young op.cit P. 117 
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Kinship helps to brin~ about a cohesiveness within a 

community say amon~ the youn~ and the old ,as well as with members 

of other ~roup~. The cohesiveness and cooperation which brin~s 

about social order and enables the social, or~anisation to carry 

out economic activities is inevitable for the reproduction of the 

productive cycle as well as for the survival of the ~roup. 

Uithin a aroup kinship maintains a balance' between the number of 

and between males and 

females. These ratios are maintained by the rules of alliance 

and residence. In other words, Kinship determines in such 
I 

socieites the rules of production as well as it governs the rule 

of distribution (Meillaesoux 1983). 

In short as Godelier says, kinship relations "function 

52 
' 

simultaneously as infrastructure and supers~ructure." However, 

an ideal case of above description is hypothetical. All 

contemporary social formation are articulated into capitalist 

system to a lesser or ~reater extent. 1 As the de~ree of 

integration of society in to market ec~nomy increases, the 

function of kinship ~eta reduced. But not all functions are 

curbed as capital needs for its survi~al other modes of 

production. 

52. Godelier (1984) P. 10 
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Uith the advent of the market economy, the production 

process is removed from the domain of subsistence production and 

is carried out as extended production. 1 As money gets more and 

I 

more involved, aspects like wage relations, leasing, mortgage, 

share cropping and social investment grows. This happens at the 

expense of kinship relations. 

Cohesiveness within a group and with other groups gets 

strained and turns to a rather imperson~lised relations Br$akdown 

of co-operation with other groups a:ffects activities like 

harvesting and sowing for which wage labour is sought. 

Further, market exchange and ipcreased use of money in 

' forms such as tax etc .. forces the comm~nity to divert part of 

its productive capacity from domestic agriculture production to 

production for exchange. This is done either directly carrying 

out commercial agricultureor through sending part of its manpower 

to commercial sector for wage earning. Both these leads to 

severe cut in agricultural production, which once again leads to 
I 

purchasing basic commodities, thus getti~g further entangled in 

to market exchange. (Meillassoux 1983) 

Increased dependancy on money leads to more and more 

people entering from domestic production to commercial, wage 
I 

earning sector. Rate of wage given by t~e commercial sector is 
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however, not high enough or regular enough to enable the survival 

of the wage labourers and their family. 

At this stage, functions of kinship and family related 

to the production cycle is no more under its control. But the 

function of reproducing the labour force is within the domain of 

kinship and family. From the capital's point of view, these 

functions more related to individual family now-are:~ firstly, 

carrying out subsistence activities io produce labour force in 

generational basis. This includes: biological reproduction, 

feeding and bringing up children to the age at which his/ her 

labour may be appropriated by capital~ Secondly, maintaining 

these members who are formally inducted into waae earning sector, 

but who can not ensure their survival ·without the aid of family 

and village community. This includes assistance to wage-earners 

in the form of not only domestic labour, but also economic 

assistance from subsistence production sector. Finally 

maintaining a large army of reserve labour force, who will never 

be included formally into commercial sector, but function as a 

force to keep the wage low. 

All these activities are completely removed from the 

sphere of commodity production. The qost borne by capital to 

carry on these activities is minimal; c~pital only appropriates 

this 'ready-made' and'maintained at free of cost labour force 
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which lends its labour at a competetive rate. ThUS; under 

capitalism, the process of subsistence production is made 

subordinate to the process of surplus appropriation throu~h 

capitalist production. 

Biolo~ical reproduction of a ~roup, thus is 

subordinated to the production proce~s which is in the form ot 
' subsistence production in an ideal se~f-sustaining society and in 

the form of extended production 'in the capitalist mode. 

Bioloaical reproduction of a social group never attains the 

maximum level of fecundity of the women. It is maintained at a 

level lower than fecundity level by the interventions of material 

and socio-political factors. These factors vary and have 

different effects on different classes of people as determined by 

the mode of production. 

' 
In self-sustaining I peas an~ societies, agricultural 

productivity sets the upper limits of demographic reproduction 

(Heillassoux, 1983). The level of mortality and fertility are 

closely related with agricultural productive capacity and the 

current production of food. "Increase in the productivity of 

agricultural labour necessarily precedes any demographic 

53 
growth". Uithin the limits set by the agricultural productive 

53. Heillassoux 1983 P. 53 
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capacity kinship re~ulates, by th~ rules of alliance and 

residence the number of pubescent ~omen compared to the ~hole 

~roup and a ration bet~een productive and dependent members. 

Rules of alliance and residence in a ~ay reflect~ the demo~raphic 

situation of such a society. 

Under the conditions of generalized commodity 

production of capitalism, population gro~th no longer depends on 

domestic a~ricultural capacity. But it depends on the needs of 

gro~th of capital. It depends on aspects like access to money, 

availability and duration of em~loyment, level of ~age and 

ultimately on the rate of exchange be~~een cash and commodities. 

Shortly it is ~aae-~ork and capital that determine the 

population •. 

'la~ of 

Capital accumulation needs in one ~ay or another, a 

large mass of relative surplus-pOpulation. As a result of this 

the 'la~ of population' al~ays de~ends on "contradiction bet~een 

54 
necessary labour and surplus labour" Capital by constant 

revolution of technology from· labour intensive to capital 

intensive, "constantly endeavou~s to reduce necessary labour in 

55 
favour of surplus labour" So ~hatever be the level of 

54. Bennholdt - Thomsen, op.cit. P. 244 

55. Ibid 
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capitalist development there will always be a mass of surplus 

labour, who will never be absorbed into the formal wage-labour 

but are nevertheless subsumed under capital accumulation. In 

relation to capital, this contradiction· between necessary and 

surplus population is the point of 9rigin of 

population. 

superfluous 

On making a note on limitations of thi~ tradition one 

can say that, in a way they also emanate from its methodology 

of political economic heritage. Political: economy as a science of 

methodological analysis, cut-acrosses bo~ndaries of traditional 

social science. It demands for dismantling of the current 

fragment, ideological and inadequate social sciences and their 

56 
replacement by a new integrated social sciences .. 

Critical tradition in anthropology, addressing this 

problem, clearly regrets the colonial haritage of anthropology 

and its positivistic functionnal moorings. Some like Godelier, 

saw structuralism of Claude Levi-Straus~ as the connecting link 

56. Copans and Seddon (1978) P. 2 
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between Marxism and Anthropology. 

People like Banaji and Heillassoux however feel that 

structuralism does not provide a solution to the problems posed 

by fragmentation and the theoretical inadequacy of social 

sciences. Emmanual Terray for example f~els that there is a need 

to "annex the reserved domain of social anthropolo2y to the field 

57 
of application of historical materialism .. " 

If it is acknowled2ed that the perspective of this 

tradition cut acrosses traditional boutidaries of social sciences, 

then how can it be claimed as a perspective within anthropology? 

It is very difficult to counter this. But as long as one studies 

the area which is traditionally within the fold of anthropology, 

with whatever perspective, anthropology can claim some amount of 

57. Ibid P. 8 
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credit for itself. Further the critical tradtion has accepted 

certain concepts and methods of traditional anthropoloay. For 

instance, it has taken uncritically, that "societies " as 
I 

conceded by traditional anthropology are relevant units for 

58 
analysis· It also adopts concepts like comparative method and 

evolutionism. Field work as method ,of collectina data is 

accepted and widely used. (Kann and Llobera 1981) 

Other major limitation of this tradition is paucity of 

field data which anthropoloay expects :copiously. A possible 

reason for this could be the reservation this tradition holds 

aaainst the role of empiricism in anthropoloaical data 

collection. The critical tradition, points out that the areater 

emphasis has been aiven to "superficial empricism" by traditional 

anthropoloay based on functional ideas, leading to a "conceptual 

blindness" never allowing them to analyse the "Underlying 

59 
structures • and latent relations. 

'Uith reservation on emprici~m, and striving to 

' reconstruct the under 1 y ing structures,' empirical field work 

appears quite inconaruent with this tradtion. However, one can 

cite works like that of Meillassoux, (1978), Mies (1980), 

Macfarlane (1976) and Jairath (1978) whic~ are based on exprical 

field-work. 

58. Kahn and Llobera (1981) P. 294 

59. Goddard (1977), P. 62 
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Comin£ to conceptual aspects it is necessary to 

evaluate, ~ith ~hat clarity this tradition explains the 

demographic process that takes place in different societies. 

'Uhat is striking here is that although this tradition 

does not subscribe to a general, universal explanation, this 

tradtion leans more on a broader, more :of theoretical and less of 

empirical explannation of demoarap~ic process (once aaain 

pointina to~ards paucity of emprical studies). 
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SUHHARY AND CONCLUSION 

In the forgoing chapters the primary concern of the 

discussion is to show the role of anthropology in 

demographic processes taking place especially 

understanding 

in non-western 

societies. More precisely it is aimed at understanding the 

process of family formation. 

As a prelude to the discussion of different theories, 

it was necessary to describe basic issues in demographic 

anthropoloay. This short description of the~ries of demoaraphic 

anthropoloay has helped to fix the possible role of anthropology 

in demoaraphic aspects. Further it has also helped to note the 

basic orientation taken by traditional anthropoloaical approach. 

It is important to note that anthropology disapproved 

application of demographic transition theory to non-western 

socl~tles, pointing out that the stage of high birth rate and 

hlah death rate can not be true for pre-colonial hunter-aatherer 

societies. Secondly, anthropoloay provides ample ethnoaraphic 

evidence to show that man has controlled his number for a major 

part of his history and hence the notion of 'unreaulated birth' 

probagated by family planning campaigners is fallacious. 

However in the followina chapter, we find 

traditional anthropoloay subscribina to theories like 

theory, insuran~e and se~urity theory and wealth flows 

that 

labour 

theory 

fails to explain satisfactorily the demographic processes 
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especially the fertility level and fertility change in non

western societies. 

All the three theories agree in arguing that 

rep~oductive behaviour. in p~e-industrial society are economically 

~ational. At a mic~o-level economic benefits f~om child~en a~e 

powe~ful motives in influencing fe~tility levels. But at a maro-

1 evel· one cannot generalise and expect uniform causal relation 

between these motives and fertility for different classes of 

people. Evidence does not support the argument that the poor 

rep~oduce more. On the the other hand there are stronger 

arguments in favour of smaller family size among the poor. 

Empirical data in support of this argument is provided for 

example by the Mysore Population Study (1961) and by Dju~feldt 

and Lindbergs study of a village in Tamil Nadu (1980). 

Caldwells criterion of the qirection of net wealth 

flows although seemingly convincing at ,a macro-level, like the 

other two theories, may not yield any generalisation at micro-

1 evel. His attempt to explain f~rtility reduction, in 

"transitional" societies with the ~dvent of Uestern values, 

the~efore, does not appear to carry weight. He does not 

establish any causal relationship between the two, but merely 

captures the processes that simultaneously take place. 
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Ue argue that the basic reason for failure of these 

theories is their rootings in neo-classical economics. For 

instance Caldwell in his wealth flows theory considers an ideal 

typical, construct of a family and tries to apply his argument 

uniformly across all the sections in the community. Labour 

theory and insurance and security theory on the other hand depend 

too much on the notion of rationality and decision makin~ which 

they derive from~he neo-classical economic notion of rational 

man. By doing so although they drive the view that fertility 

levels are shaped often by economic factors, they fail to take 

in to account the broader macro-level forces outside the control 

of the family and the community that act to shape the demographic 

structure of a society. 

This is mainly owing to failure of traditional 

functionalist anthropology to relate social processes taking 

place in a society to a broader political and economic forces, as 
I 

pointed by proponents of the critical tradition in anthropology. 

Our discussion on critical anthropolo~y to understand 

family formation and fertility chan~e in non-western societies is 

centered around the concept of social ~eproduction. The process 

of family formation and demographic process are located within 

the ambit of social reproduction. Th~ main argument bere is that 

family formation is an important component of reproduction of the 

labour force and control of this domain is vital for the 
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reproduction of social relations of ~reduction, control of this 

domain is ensured by establishing control over productive and 

reproductive power of labouring population in general and of 

women in particular. 

It is noted that in any society, whatever may the 

stratification, it is necessary to control the reproductive 

capacity of women in the society to reinforce and perpetuate the 

social stratification that exists. 

Further, in our discussion evidences in favour of the 

fact that existing patriarchal ord~r are historically shaped is 

forwarded. Contingent with the stand of supporting this view is 

the idea that control of demographic structure of "self-sustainig 

society " or an earlier hunt~na-aatherina societies were within 

their own control and was shaped c~mpletely by the needs of that 

community alone. Uith the expan~ion of capitalism and of the 

market, this control was lost to outside forces. 

Subordination of women's reproductive capacity or 

subordination of subsistence production, basically implies that 

the. process of subsistence production is shaped by the needs of 

capitalist expansion. That is to say, there are exoaeneous, 

macro-level forces that shape the process of subsistence 

production and hence family formation. 
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As critical traditions draws its basic tenets from 

historical materialism, this methodoloay contribute to its 

positive aspects. Its historical specificity, holism 

multlcausallty and interrelatedness of different levels of 

forces, enables explanations given by this tradition as 

comprehensive at the same time specific. Comprehensive in the 

sense, by virtue of alvins room for multlcasual explantlons, it 

can accommodate, various explantlons given by different theories 

llke lnsu~ence security theory, labour theory, mortality theory 

etc .• But accommodation of ~hese multiple factors are not for 

explainina the demoaraphic process in all social formation • at 

all times and for all classes. Here comes the aspect of 

speci(iclty: population is not seen as an abstract entity, but as 

a heteroaeneous mixture of classes each experiencina a different 

effects on its mortality., fertility and. migration-aspects shaped 

by endogenous and extraneous forces. 

The critical tradtlon neither tries to advances a 

universal law of population nor does It attempt to perceive 

demographic process .. taking place in ~lfferent societies such 

as peasant societies, homogeneously. Instead it acknowledges 

the fact that the demoaraphic structure of a society is shaped by 

broader macro-level, common, economic and political forces as 

well by parochial micro-level, economic and socio-cultural 

factors. This is not to suaaest that Demoaraphic processes 
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respond mechanically to economic factors, on the contrary, the 

cirtical tradition of anthropoloay throws liaht oh the enormous 

complexity of 

historically. 

issues that contour demoaraphic 

Depend ina upon the role of macro- level 

processes 

forces, 

sometimes it is even possible that a particular aspect of micro

level say, kinship, caste or law may dominate in determinina the 

configuration, within the limits set by economic forces. This 

accounts for the contextual and orgnisational factors thus 

explainina the specificity of the demoaraphic process. 

Centered around processes lik~ reproduction of labour 

force and capitalist accumulation, the tradition accounts both 

for the oriain as well as persistence of surplus population-

surplus with respect to capital. It does not acknowledae a 

linear way of placlna developed, developina and under developed 

nations. Instead it sees underdevelopment as a concomitant 

process with capitalist development. Thfs is the vital argument 

which the tradition directs against unilinear, universal theories 

like demoaraphic transition theory and wealth flows theory. 

From the discussion in forgoing chapters our position 

aets surfaced clearly. Briefly it can be said that, we aaree. 

with individual arauments-such as children as source of income, 

labour, security and insurance-of ration~lity theories but do not 
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aaree to the idea of uniform application of these arauments to 

all the situations. Uith caldwell we maintaine a areater 

difference especially in the way he establishes causal link 

betweln fertility level and socio-cultural aspects. 

To a great extent we tend to subscribe to the 

theo~etical araument of the critical ~radition in addressina to 

the issue of family formation and fertility change. 

One of the biagest stumblina-block that we have to face 

on subscribina to the critical tradition is paucity of 

ethnoaraphic studies to substantiante the theoretical a~auments 

adduced. In liaht of this point, it is stronaly felt that the 

present work will aain sianificance only if the theoretical 

arauments adduced here are verified in an empirical situation. 

Thus it is necessary to construct a methodoloaical model to 

realize the theoretical insight gained in the present work. 
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